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ABSTRACT
The inherent nature of nanomaterials is not well understood, and
production of polymer nanocomposites suitable for commercialization is still in its
infancy. Polymer nanocomposites have displayed enhanced mechanical,
thermal, electrical, and lubricating properties, which are dependent upon
nanomaterial characteristics and dispersion. Chemical functionalization of
nanomaterials to increase dispersion in various polymer matrices has been
shown to further enhance properties. However specific understanding of the
chemical and structural properties of modified nanomaterials and commercial
scalability is rarely addressed. In this dissertation, we present the chemical
fragmentation of 3-D layered hexagonal powders to generate large quantities of
exfoliated and edge functionalized materials for dispersion in various polymer
matrices.
Commercial precursor powders of 3-D hexagonal layered graphite, multilayered graphene, molybdenum sulfide, and boron nitride were liquid-exfoliated
using ultrasonication under various conditions to prepare large quantities of
exfoliated materials. This dissertation focuses on the chemical exfoliation of
these materials and the subsequent detailed chemical and structural material
characterization. Furthermore understanding of the role of edge oxidation during
the exfoliation process was studied, and the effects on the macroscopic
properties were determined. Characteristic conductivities of graphite and
graphene were greatly decreased, implying chemical and/or physical quenching
v

of electrons. Solution characteristics were studied and solution blending with
polymers was performed to produce composites. Thermal characterization of the
composites demonstrated poor interaction between filler and nonpolar polymers
like polystyrene (PS) and poly(cyclohexadiene) (PCHD).
Considering the significance of solution characteristics for determining
suitable polymer matrices and the effects on properties, a major part of this
dissertation focuses on the colloidal behavior of the fragmented materials.
Furthermore given the dispersion characteristics of the restacked materials,
solution blending was used to generate composites, and the resulting effects on
the macroscopic properties are reported. The addition of sodium bisulfite (SBS)
during fragmentation of molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) sheets appeared to
generate a multiphase material, possibly from ion intercalation. The
photoluminescence and lubricity of fragmented MoS2 particles in aqueous
dispersions and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) solutions suggested a means to
produce tailored particles, desirable for applications in coatings or slurries.
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INTRODUCTION
Historical Background, Production and Properties of 3-D
Graphite and Inorganic Graphite Analogs
Production and Properties of Graphite and Graphene
Since the early 1900s, fundamental investigations were performed in order
to determine the properties of three dimensional (3-D) layered hexagonal carbon,
known as graphite. Graphite exhibits desirable properties including electrical
conductivity (~1-10 S/cm), thermal conductivity (~100-500 W/m·K), and elastic
modulus (~500-600 GPa).1 The manufacturing of artificial graphite, reported in
1908, using silicon carbide highlighted the industrial viability of graphite.2 A few
years later, the detailed colloidal behavior of graphite was reported,
demonstrating the characteristics of suspended graphite particles.3 Further
advances demonstrated methods to tailor growth of graphite to produce materials
with unique and excellent material properties.4, 5 The contributions of structural
and chemical integrity on the properties of graphite were considered significant
given the preferred orientation of synthesized graphite generating “ripples” on the
surface.6 As demand for new, tailored materials continue to rise, graphite has
continued to be at the forefront of materials based research.
The monolayer two-dimensional (2-D) form of graphite, known as
graphene, is stable at room temperature and has significantly improved electrical
conductivity, thermal conductivity (~5,000 W/ m·K) and elastic modulus (≈1
TPa).7, 8 Strong covalent bonding and van Der Waals interactions between layers
in layered graphite sheets has inhibited isolation of monolayer material The
1

differences in properties between graphene and graphite (Figure 1.1) simply
arise from the structural aspects, as increased layering generates an offset AB
basal plane stacking order. This leads to increased probability of structural
defects. Using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), large-area graphene sheets
were prepared synthetically by feeding dilute hydrocarbon gas over a Ni
substrate.9 This method however requires specific equipment and reagents, but
progress towards incorporating other carbon feedstocks was made.10 Quite
recently, a simple process was used to produce atomically thinner, few-layered
graphene and exhibited behavior characteristic of two-dimensional (2-D)
semimetals11 which spurred further research to produce 2-D monolayer
graphene. This isolation of monolayer graphene from bulk graphite12 was
considered monumental, further emphasized by the awarding of the Noble prize
to Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov for this discovery. Using their “Scotchtape exfoliation method”, they demonstrated the ability to obtain 2-D monolayers
of graphene and structural analogs (referred to as “inorganic graphene analogs”
13-15

or “graphene mimics”16) from 3-D bulk crystals.17 However, a limitation of this

method arises from the difficulty to produce large quantities of monolayer
graphene.12 As a result, the desired quality and/or quantity of graphene and the
corresponding monolayer mimics are dependent upon the applications of the
materials.

2

Figure 1. Structures of graphene and (AB) graphite

3

Production and Properties of Hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN) and
Monolayer h-BN
Similarly, inorganic graphite analogs (IGAs) have emerged due to the
excellent and unique properties of these materials. One such layered sheet IGA,
known as hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) (Figure 1.2), is considered the “white
graphene” due to its physical appearance. Interestingly, the properties of
nanoscale h-BN differ as it is electrically insulating (band gap ≈5-6 eV) and has
superior resistance to chemical or thermal treatments, good lubricity, and
successfully strengthened polymer composites and toughened ceramic-matrix
composites.18-21 The synthesis of h-BN, which is not found in nature, was first
reported in 1842 by Balmain who using a reaction between molten boric acid and
potassium cyanide to form the compound.22 Analogous to synthetic graphite, the
emergence of CVD as the primary technique to produce layered h-BN has
increased attempts to isolate the 2-D form. The 2-D nanosheet was first
observed for a “nanomesh” of boron nitride produced by the decomposition of
borazine on a metallic surface,23 and later mono- and few-layered sheets were
isolated from single hexagonal crystals using a chemical-solution-derived
method.24 The reaction of boric acid and urea to generate h-BN was shown to
control the number of layers successfully.25 Mechanical exfoliation of bulk h-BN
using wet-ball milling with benzyl benzoate as the wetting agent26 produced
“peeling” nanosheets and chemical exfoliation using a Lewis base permitted the
isolation of 2-D sheets.27 Currently due to the novelty and excellent resistance to

4

chemical and thermal treatments, the exploration of layered h-BN is still in its
infancy.

Figure 2. Structures
tructures of monolayer h
h-BN and bulk (AB) h-BN (B: blue, N:
pink)

5

Production and Properties of Hexagonal Molybdenum Disulfide (MoS2) and
Monolayer (2H)-MoS2
Another class of IGAs, known as transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs),
includes hexagonally layered compounds of disulfides (NbS2, MoS2, CdS2, WS2,
HfS2, TaS2…) and their respective diselenides and ditellurides. The observed
properties of IGAs are broad given the interactions between the transition metals
and the corresponding chalcogenides. One TMD of particular interest is MoS2
whose hexagonally symmetric crystal structure (Figure 1.3) was elucidated in
1923 by Dickinson and Pauling from naturally occurring molybdenite.28 In 1966,
the isolation of thin sheets using micromechanical cleavage was first reported by
Frindt who produced 5-6 layers of MoS2.29 One synthetic method to produce
MoS2 reported in 1990 used the decomposition of an ammonium thiomolybdate
((NH4)2[Mo3S13]) cluster compound to form catalytic MoS2.30 This method was
modified and exploited to synthesize 2-D MoS2 sheets on substrates.31 Using
CVD methods, large-area sheets of layered MoS2 were grown using deposited
sulfur to adsorb on Mo films32 and utilizing a gas phase reaction between
(molybdenum trioxide) MoO3 and S powders on a SiO2 substrate.33 The
properties of MoS2 are diverse, as bulk MoS2 is an indirect band gap
semiconductor (~1.2 eV) whereas monolayer MoS2 is a direct band gap
semiconductor (~1.8-1.9 eV).13, 14, 34-37 Furthermore, MoS2 exhibits excellent
lubricity and elasticity,38, 39 ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic domains,13, 40
and enhanced mechanical and fire-retardant properties in polymeric
composites.41 In 1989, a simple method to obtain monolayers from bulk
6

n
crystalline MoS2 was investigated using an exfoliation method by soaking in nbutyllithium, and the structure of the restacked MoS2 determined.42 Considering
the characteristic properties of this TMD, development of facile production and
chemical modification protocols to generate tailored MoS2 sheets would be
significant.

Figure 3. Structures of monolayer MoS2 and bulk MoS2 (S: yellow, Mo: teal)
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Chemistry of Hexagonally Layered 3-D (2-D) Graphite
(Graphene), h-BN, and MoS2
The first chemical modification of graphite was performed in 1859 by
Brodie using oxidation chemistry to produce graphite oxide, later modified by
Staudinger, and finally the synthesis of graphite oxide improved by Hummers to
by using a quicker, safer oxidation treatment of graphite.43 The oxidation of
graphite allows for the peeling of oxidized layers which consist of monolayer
graphene oxide which can be reduced or thermally treated to obtain monolayer
graphene. However some drawbacks to this process exist as the Hummers
method entails harsh treatment of graphite which is undesirable, and difficulties
of the reduction process of graphite oxide were observed by thorough
characterization.44 Numerous other chemical methods to modify graphene and
graphite have been reported,45-48 and broadened the applications of the
materials. Various chemical modifications, including particle doping,
substitutional doping, non-covalent, and covalent modifications,46 were
performed to tailor the inherent properties of graphene and graphite. Also various
methods to perform graphene modification included CVD, particle and polymer
deposition, wet chemistry for small molecule and polymer intercalation/grafting,
ultrasonication, and microwave irradiation.46-49 A significant issue, addressed by
Quintana and Prato, with these methods involves difficulties in modification or
functionalization of graphite to mass produce desirable graphene.48 Quintana and
Prato reported the functionalization of bulk graphene material using a dendrimer
and later decorated the functionalized graphene with gold nanoparticles.45 This
8

method understandably required very specific reagents to obtain the desired
functionalities necessary for decorating with gold nanoparticles.
The chemistry of h-BN has not been explored as thoroughly compared to
graphene. Given the relative novelty and excellent chemical resistance of h-BN,
methods to chemically functionalize h-BN are mainly theoretical and empirically
are limited.19 However, noncovalent functionalization with a conjugated polymer
has been performed to obtain h-BN nanosheets.24 Another viable (noncovalent)
method of functionalization, due to the strong ionic behavior of h-BN, is Lewis
acid-base complexation which was performed using octadecylamine (ODA).27, 50
Few accounts regarding direct covalent functionalization of h-BN have been
reported, including hyperbranched polyamide grafting,51 oxygen radical
functionalization,52 nitrene addition,53 and controlled surface oxidation on a
metallic surface.54
Pertinent modification of MoS2 primarily consists of chemical
intercalation,55 which is commonly performed by soaking crystalline MoS2 or
ultrasonication of MoS2 powder in n-butyllithium and various to produce an
intercalation compound of LixMoS2.42, 56, 57 Another method, previously applied to
WS2,58 using LiBH4 was successful in promoting lithium ion intercalation.59
Lithium and other alkali ions were also incorporated using a simple
electrochemical method.60, 61 Chemistry beyond alkali ion intercalation was
explored with organic compounds including polymers which formed organic/MoS2
and polymer/MoS2 intercalation compounds respectively.40, 42, 62-68 Recently, the
9

surface functionalization of colloidal, exfoliated LixMoS2 with octa(vinyl)
polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes was prepared by thiol-ene click chemistry
upon addition of azodiisobutyronitrile.69

Sonochemistry of Materials

Figure 4. Comparison of chemical behavior using various energy sources
from Ref. #75
Many of the methods previously mentioned to chemically exfoliate 3-D
hexagonally layered precursors of graphite, h-BN, and MoS2 incorporated
sonication to overcome the van Der Waals forces between the sheets. Sonication
propagates sound waves through the liquid media, which produces cavitation
bubbles of immense intensity. The hot spots promote quick interactions during
acoustic cavitation and have temperatures up to ~5000 °C and pressures of ~500
atm.70

10

The fundamental investigation of multibubble cavitation showed that
sonication of water in the presence of air generated nitrate ions and hydroxide
radicals and to a lesser extent generated photons.71 This suggested the
capability to promote specific chemistry defined by the liquid medium. However
the formation of hot spots was determined, using spectroscopic techniques, to be
heterogeneous during sonication with an ultrasonic tip-horn sonicator.72
Comparatively, the lower intensity of sonicator baths (~42 KHz) does not provide
significant intensity but are suitable for interactions between liquids and passive,
yet still somewhat reactive solids.73 The reaction times, pressures, and
temperatures generated by sonochemical reactions are distinct (Figure 4) when
compared to other methods. Furthermore bath sonication can provide reactions
uniquely different to those in solid-state mechanochemistry,74 and therefore
avoids the limitations from the mechanical “Scotch-tape method” of graphite
exfoliation. By applying sonication to synthesize and modify materials, tailoring
nanostructures would expand the applications of materials and provide simple
chemical routes for synthesis and modification.75
The effects of sonication on graphite were first studied for an aqueous
dispersion, but focused strictly on the degradation products observed from
sonication damage.76 In 2008, one group reported via sonication a simple liquid
exfoliation method of graphite in air using various solvents produced isolated
monolayer sheets of graphene.77 They observed that isolation of sheets by
centrifugation limited the edge functionality and oxidation from radicals and
11

trapped oxygen gas generated during sonication, even at high concentrations of
dispersed graphene.78 Similarly, for graphene isolated from exfoliated graphite in
aqueous/surfactant solutions, X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) indicated
low radical generated defects or physisorbed surfactant.79 Furthermore by
relating the solubility parameters of the solvents and surfactants to the extent of
graphite exfoliation, optimization to increase yields using sonication were
explored.80 While sonication had been used prior to exfoliate graphitic
materials,81 the simple sonochemical fragmentation introduced by Coleman’s
group offered a highly viable scalable approach. Also based on the Hansen
solubility parameters (HSP) determined by Coleman’s group for graphene,
successful exfoliation of graphite using highly volatile solvents like CHCl3 and 2propanol yielded sheets with good dispersion characteristics.82 Although
sonication-assisted exfoliation had been performed in previous work with IGAs
including h-BN83 and MoS284, the isolation, resulting structures and properties,
and optimization of exfoliation to obtain monolayer forms was not reported until
quite recently.85 Extended investigation of exfoliation to 2-D sheets of 3-D
precursor TMDs in solvents86 and aqueous/surfactant solutions87 demonstrated
the versatility of TMDs. Efforts were also made to increase yields of large sheets
of exfoliated MoS2 88 which could be size-selected using centrifugation.
The integration of chemical reagents and sonication has been used to
generate nanomaterials and successfully modify macromolecules.73 However,
very little work regarding sonication induced covalent functionalization of
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graphite, h-BN, and MoS2 using various chemical reagents has been reported.
Functionalization of graphene using sonochemical exfoliation of graphite was
performed to graft polymers onto the sheet edges and surfaces using styrene to
generate polystyrene functionalized graphene89 and sonochemical degradation of
poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) to generate PVA grafted graphene. 90 For h-BN, waterhydrolysis of monolayer and few-layered h-BN was possible by sonication
inducing cutting of h-BN sheets.91 Currently, no reports of covalent modification
via sonication of MoS2 are available, although just recently highly-dispersible
MoS2 sheets were prepared by ultrasonication in water of a pretreated MoS2
crystal.92

Applications of Hexagonally Layered Graphite and IGAs for
Polymer Composites
The applications of the 2-D forms and 3-D bulk materials are broad given
their extensive properties. Inherent properties of graphene, and the monolayer
forms of h-BN and MoS2 make them useful materials for various applications.
Some of these include electronics, photo- and opto-electronics, dielectrics,
capacitors, magnetic devices, high temperature lubricants, chemical sensing and
storage, catalysis, and polymer nanocomposites.7, 16, 25, 37, 38, 46, 93-108 Polymer
nanocomposites encompass various composite systems which can display
excellent synergistic behavior between the nanoscale material/filler and polymer
matrix, which translates to enhanced properties of host polymer. However
previously for graphene composites enhancement of properties in host polymers
were determined to depend on the dispersion of the nanofiller in polymer103
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which is dependent upon filler polymer interaction. The interfacial interactions
between filler and polymer can be increased by chemical modification of the filler
material which is reflected by polymer properties. Previously chemical treatment
of graphite to produce expanded graphite increased the glass transition
temperature (Tg) of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by ~30°C at 0.05 wt.%
loading.99 Layered filler dispersion is not only dependent upon chemical
composition but also is influenced by number of layers, size, and structure of the
sheets, as ~2-3 micron length graphene sheets were better than nanoscale
graphene for mechanically reinforcing PMMA and poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA)
respectively.109, 110 Addition of exfoliated h-BN to PVA at 0.12 wt.% bettered the
modulus and strength by ~40% compared to the pure PVA,111 and increased
solvent stability of exfoliated h-BN was shown using an amine terminated
poly(ethylene glycol) polymer solution.27 Polyaniline intercalated MoS2 exhibited
improved conductivity,66 which was also reported with various other intercalated
conductive polymer composites.40, 63, 68 Improvement of polymer strength and
lubricity was reported for MoS2 composite systems, including various host
polymers of PVA, thermoplastic polyurethane, and high-density polyethylene.41,
62, 64, 65, 69

Therefore based on desired composite properties, performing either

noncovalent or covalent functionalization and controlling the size and structures
of the modified fillers to increase the dispersion of the fillers in host polymers
could be tailored to produce hybrid composites with improved conductivity,
mechanical reinforcement, thermal resistance, and elevated lubricity.
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CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS
Given the large quantities necessary for industrial composite production,
associated costs and simplicity of processing methods must be considered.
Previous work from our group explored chemical functionalization of nanotube
structures, which requires expensive precursors/chemicals and did not focus on
industrial scability for composites.112-116 As difficulties to exfoliate and chemically
modified 2-D and 3-D particles graphite for small-scale applications still exist
currently, exploring a cost effective method to produce highly dispersible particles
with excellent enhancement of polymer properties is extremely difficult. However
given the recent progress using sonication to generate exfoliated and modified
layered materials, various methods using this technique could be developed to
obtain large quantities.
In this dissertation, sonochemical methods were used to produce
fragmented, restacked powders using commercial precursors. The methods were
developed yielding near quantitative yields with emphasis on chemical costs and
hazards. Changes in chemical composition and structural properties due to
fragmentation of the powders were observed to affect the macroscopic properties
of the fillers. Furthermore the colloidal behavior of the particles in various
solvents and polymers were correlated to reported solubility parameters. In
Chapter 1, extensive characterization of damaged graphite and multilayered
graphene suggested functionalization of the powders, however DSC analysis of
composites demonstrated poor filler interaction with rigid plastics, which has
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been observed previously.117 In Chapter 2, we developed other conditions for
fragmentation to enhance particle properties for composite dispersion, and
observed characteristic differences in the restacked samples. The
diserpersability and photoluminescence of fragmented MoS2 particles in aqueous
dispersions of PEG were analyzed in Chapter 3 to determine the particle/polymer
interaction and the application for polymeric coatings.
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CHAPTER I
BULK FRAGMENTATION OF COMMERCIAL GRAPHITE AND
MULTI-LAYERED GRAPHENE POWDERS USING A LOWBOILING POINT SOLVENT
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Abstract
The need to produce large quantities of graphitic materials displaying
excellent conductivity, thermal resistance, and tunable properties for industrial
applications has spurred interest in new techniques for exfoliating graphite. In
this report, sonication-assisted exfoliation of graphitic precursors in the presence
of chloroform is shown to produce chemically and structurally unique fragmented
graphitic materials in high yields. These fragmented graphites, referred to as
mesographite and mesographene respectively, exhibit unique properties, which
depend on the number of layers and exfoliation conditions. Structural
characterization of mesographene reveals the presence of nanoscale 2dimensional graphene layers, and 3-dimensional carbon nanostructures
sandwiched between layers, similar to those found in ball-milled and intercalated
graphites. The conductivities of mesographite and mesographene are 2,700 and
2,000 S/m, respectively, indicating high conductivity despite flake damage.
Optical absorption measurements of mesographite dispersed in various solvents
showed significant changes in dispersion characteristics, and also provided
insight regarding their macroscopic colloidal behavior. A mechanism for
functionalization and formation of capped carbon nanostructures is proposed by
integrating the chemical and structural characterization in relation to the various
carbon structures observed by electron microscopy. Composites based on
common polymers were prepared by solution processing, and changes in
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thermal properties indicate improved dispersion of mesographite in polar
polymers.

Introduction
Due to the exceptional electronic and thermal properties of graphene, the
ability to produce it in large quantities has become a major goal of
nanotechnology,17, 118 with potentially huge impact across multiple scientific
disciplines, including conductive inks for flexible displays, graphene-based
nanomaterials for clean energy applications, polymer-based nanocomposites for
cars, aircraft, and protective garments, and medical devices and systems.
Production of graphene from precursor materials has commonly been performed
by two routes, micromechanical exfoliation and chemical exfoliation.8, 11, 17, 44, 99,
119-127

The production of graphene from micromechanical exfoliation, the most

utilized method, has limitations such as low yield and production of less
monolayered graphene and more thicker flakes.17 Exploration of different
exfoliation techniques to improve graphene production has broadened the scope
of graphene related research.8, 47, 103 Chemical exfoliation is an effective process
for obtaining monolayer graphene through oxidative reactions to form graphene
oxide, which is subsequently reduced.8, 44, 99, 123-127 The chemically induced
polarity of graphite oxide allows for layers of graphene oxide to be peeled off
using solvent for exfoliation. This approach yields pristine graphene, but with a
yield of only ~1 wt%.44 Dispersibility of reduced graphene oxide in a range of
solvents has been thoroughly explored, giving rise to fundamental information
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regarding these colloidal suspensions.128, 129 Graphite intercalation compounds
(GIC), which have been shown to generate high yields of functionalized
graphenes containing only edge defects, can be tailored for excellent
dispersibility in various solvents and surfactant/water solutions; however these
treatments also require harsh reagents and extensive processing (thermal or
chemical) to generate preferred functionality.47, 130 Mild sonication of bromineGIC (prepared using commercial precursors and a simple dip-coating method) in
water indicates that bromine concentration affects interactions between sheets
leading to potential tailoring of graphites and graphenes by size, layers, and
chemical composition.131 Hernandez et al. demonstrated that by employing
sonication the exfoliation of graphite in organic solvents yielded few layered and
monolayered graphene, displaying only minor structural defects and excellent
electrical properties. This group also elucidated the experimental parameters
governing solvent exfoliation.77 Modification of this exfoliation procedure has
further expanded our understanding of exfoliation of graphite in various liquid
media.80, 132-135 Aqueous polymer solutions are capable of graphite exfoliation,
producing water-dispersible graphenes.133 Graphite exfoliated by sonication in
surfactant/water was shown to affect dispersibility, as chemisorbed surfactant
increased resistance to reaggregation of graphene layers.79, 80, 136
Further investigation of the colloidal behavior of exfoliated graphites has
become an area of great interest.137 Efforts to generate large quantities of
dispersible material have been reported. High concentrations of exfoliated
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graphite were obtained using N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP), and the sonication
and centrifugation process was analyzed to determine exfoliation efficiency and
concentration.78, 138, 139 However extensive sonication times were necessary, and
the solutions were not filtered. Exfoliation of graphite in styrene for in situ
preparation of nanocomposites generated exfoliated graphite with covalently
grafted polystyrene in ~10% yield.89 Isolation by centrifugation generally
precludes obtaining large quantities. For certain applications, the ability to obtain
both high yields and highly dispersible material is desired as complete exfoliation
and rigorous size-selection is unnecessary. In this work, we present a highyielding approach to produce of graphitic fillers with unique size, shape, and
chemical composition. Characterization of both bulk and fractionated materials
were measured to observe the effects from sonication induced damage and
compared to previous literature on exfoliated graphitic materials. The thermal
effects of the macroscopic filler were investigated for various plastic composites,
prepared by solution blending filler and polymer and subsequently precipitating in
solvent to trap the filler material.

Sonochemical Exfoliation
For the synthesis of exfoliated mesographite and mesographene the
corresponding precursor powder (250 mg) was dispersed in solvent (117 mL) in
a round bottom flask (250 mL). These solutions were kept in an ice bath during
sonication to prevent pyrolysis and solvent evaporation. The solutions were
sonicated for 2 hours in air using a 20 KHz Q Sonica sonicator probe tip at a
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power of ~90 W and stirred using a Teflon stir bar. During intense stirring, the
probe tip was immersed in solvent at a maintained depth of ~1 inch. After
sonication, solutions were then filtered using a 0.22 µm PTFE pore size filter. The
obtained powders were then dried for 14 hours at 40°C. After drying, the mass of
the product was obtained and the material subsequently characterized. To obtain
low-damage nanoscale products, we fractionated solutions (sonicated for 30
minutes) by immediately decanting the solution after sonication. Approximately
20 ml was transferred to a centrifuge tube (50 mL) and diluted with 20 mL of
fresh solvent. The tubes were then centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 minutes. The
obtained supernatant was collected (~80%) while not disturbing the pellet at the
bottom of the tubes, and the obtained solution filtered using a 0.22 µm PTFE
pore size filter. The obtained products were referred to nanographite (from
precursor graphite) and nanographene (from 20-30 layer precursor graphene)
were vacuum dried at 40°C for 14 hours. The mass of the products were then
measured to determine percentage yield, and the products subsequently
characterized.

Preparation of Polymer Composites
Polymer composites were synthesized by solution processing. The
obtained MG was dispersed in ~10 mL of chloroform though momentary
sonication to produce dilute dispersions (<0.05 mg/mL). While stirring vigorously,
specific quantities of polymer were added, and the resulting composite solution
stirred briefly. For polystyrene, poly(methylmethacrylate), and
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poly(cyclohexadiene) solutions, polymer composites were prepared by
precipitation in excess methanol. For poly(4-vinyl pyridine) composite solutions,
the polymer composites were precipitated in excess hexane. The composites
were then filtered and vacuum dried at 25ºC for 14 hours.

Materials and Methods
Solvents used for experiments were acetone (Fisher, Reagent Grade),
chloroform (Fisher, Reagent Grade), carbon tetrachloride (Acros, Extra pure
(99%)), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (Acros, Reagent Grade), triethylamine (Fisher,
Reagent Grade), acetone (Fisher, Reagent Grade), toluene (Fisher, Reagent
Grade), methanol (Fisher, Reagent Grade) and hexane (Fisher, Reagent Grade).
All solvents were used as received. Multi-layered (ML) graphene powder
(Graphene Supermarket, A-O2, 20-30 layers) and graphite powder (SigmaAldrich, < 20µm) were used as received. To obtain nanographite and
nanographene, centrifugation was performed with glass tubes using an
Eppendorf Centrifuge 5702. Polymers used for composite preparation were
polystyrene (Pressure Chemical, 151K), poly(methylmethacrylate) (Pressure
Chemical, 121K), , and poly(4-vinylpyridine) (Sigma-Aldrich, 60K), and poly(1,3cyclohexadiene) (30K), which was prepared using a previously reported
method.140 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a TA
Instruments Q-50 TGA. The sample was heated from 25°C to 900°C in the
presence of compressed air (Airgas) at a flow rate of 40 mL/min. Maximum
degradation values were obtained in TA analysis from maximum peak values of
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first derivative curves displaying ∆wt.% / ∆T (°C). Fourier-Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FT-IR) was carried out using a Varian 4100 FT-IR performed
using KBr (Aldrich, Spectroscopy) as a reference and precursors for background
subtraction. Elemental analysis was performed by Galbraith Laboratories
(Knoxville, TN). X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was collected using a
Physical Electronics model 5400 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer equipped with
non-monochromatic Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) and Al Kα (1486.7 eV) X-rays. The data
presented was collected using the non-monochromatic Al Kα X-rays. The
samples were mounted on the sample puck by placing a small circle of doublesided tape (< 1 mm diameter) on the puck and then pressing the powder down
over the puck to cover the tape. A stainless steel mask with a 3 mm diameter
hole was then placed over the powder and secured with screws. The samples
were placed in the introduction chamber for approximately 15 minutes before
being transferred to the analysis chamber. The analysis area was set to 1.1 mm
diameter spot size. During data collection, the analysis chamber pressure was
approximately 1.0 x 10-9 Torr. Survey spectra were collected at low resolution,
which corresponds to analyzer pass energy of 89.45 eV. They were collected in
increments 0.5 eV/step and an integration interval of 50 ms/step. The complete
spectrum consists of the average of 15 cycles. Multiplex spectra were collected
at high resolution corresponding to analyzer pass energy of 22.35 eV with
increments of 0.1 eV/step and an integration interval of 20 ms/step. The carbon
1s (C 1s), oxygen 1s (O 1s) and chlorine 2p (Cl 2p) photoemission regions were
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collected with a frequency of 1, 10 and 10, respectively, for each cycle. Twenty
cycles were averaged to generate the multiplex spectra. Raman analysis was
performed on powder samples using a JY-Horiba T64000 spectrometer with an
1800 gr. mm-1 grating, 514 nm laser excitation (incident power ~1 mW), and CCD
detector. Low-Voltage Transmission Electron Microscopy (LV-TEM) images were
obtained using a Low-Voltage Electron Microscope from Delong Instruments at 5
kV. Dilute solutions (< 0.01 mg/mL) from dispersed product in chloroform were
centrifuged at 1000 rpm then drop cast on a holey carbon grid.
Scanning/Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) images were obtained
using a Zeiss Auriga STEM operating at 30 keV. Samples from concentrated
solutions were drop cast on a holey carbon grid. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis
was performed on powder samples in atmospheric conditions using a Panalytical
Empyrean diffractometer equipped with a Ge monochromator using Cu-Kα
(λ=0.1540 nm) radiation. Samples were analyzed in the range of 2θ= 5°-70° with
a step size of 0.02°. Dielectric Spectroscopy was performed on a Novocontrol
Alpha-A impedance analyzer. Powder samples were packed with a needle-like
piston into a predrilled 0.06 cm in diameter cylindrical hole in a 0.475 cm thick
Teflon sheet. A conductive silver paint was applied at the outer edges of the
samples in order to minimize the contact resistance effects. Optical
measurements (UV-Vis) were performed in the wavelength interval 250-800 nm
using a Thermo Scientific Evolution 600 UV-Vis Spectrometer with Optiglass 10
mm cuvettes. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements were
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made using TA Instruments Q1000 DSC with a nitrogen gas purge of 50 mL/min.
Samples were pressed into thin films using Carver Laboratories model C
heater/press with a pressure of 5 tons and at a temperature corresponding to Tg
+ 10 °C. The pressed films were then annealed at Tg + 20°C for 12 hours. Two
cycles were run in the temperature range of 25 ºC to Tg + 40°C , with the first
cycle held at Tg + 40°C for 2 hours.

Results and Discussion
Ultrasonication has been shown to induce oxidation of and generate
radical species from solvents and water.141-143 Exposure of graphitic material to
ultrasound has generated various organic and inorganic byproducts.76, 81 The
chemical compositions of these byproducts were characterized by AtmosphericPressure Chemical Ionization Fourier Transform Mass Spectrometry (APCIFTMS), and primarily consisted of monosubstituted phenyls and phenols. The
generation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons from sonication of graphite oxide
can produce nanotube structures.144 In our work, using solvent instead of a
reactive monomer, a procedure similar to one previously reported89 was
employed to produce high-yields of fragmented graphenes from multilayered
graphene (20-30 layers) and graphite precursors. Chloroform, a volatile and
thermodynamically favorable solvent for solution blending of polymers and
additives, was chosen as the primary solvent for investigation as it is capable of
dispersing graphene up to a concentration of 3.4 µg/mL.82 For production of large
quantities of defect-free graphene, it has been shown that changes in
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concentration are dictated by sonication time.78 Maintaining a constant initial
concentration, we focused on short sonication times while also achieving high
yield.
Differentiation between products was based on their respective forms
(bulk or isolated) and corresponding length scales. Reaction conditions and
material properties of fragmented products are presented (Table 1).

Table 1. Reaction conditions and characteristics of fragmented graphites
and graphenes
Precursor

Solvent

Sonication
Time
(minutes)

Yield
(%)

a)

Graphite
1
2

g)

Weight
c)
loss
(wt.%)

691

~0.3

b)

UVVisABS
d)

e)

Conductivity
(S/m)
3830

f)

Chloroform

30

~1.6

654

~12.8

ND

Chloroform

120

~96.0

705

~1.3

0.613

690,
(447)

~12.9

Graphene

ND
2700
10,000

Chloroform

30

~6.4

710,
(450)

~26.6

1.013

700

Chloroform

120

~98.8

704
(432)

~16.7

1.171

2000

5

NMP

120

~18.0

636

~29.0

0.949

1480

6

Toluene

120

~0.5

ND

3

4

a)

Tmax
(°C)

g)

f)

ND

f)

ND

f)

ND

f)

b)

Percent yield calculated as weight of final product obtained after filtration divided by weight of precursor.
Determined from as the temperature at which maximum percentage of weight loss occurs; for precursor
c)
graphene and graphene products, a second Tmax was observed. Change in weight (%) from TGA in the
d)
temperature range of 200-500°C. Absorbance (arbitrary units, a.u.) measured at λ = 660 nm of dispersed
e)
solutions with concentrations of 0.1 mg/ml in chloroform. Limiting d.c. conductivity determined from
f)
g)
dielectric spectroscopy. ND indicates not determined due to sample limitations. Products were not
centrifuged and filtered as-synthesized.
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Sample 1, referred to as nanographite, gave a poor yield as only ~1.6
wt.% was retained. However Sample 3, referred to as nanographene, had an
increased yield of ~ 6.4 wt%, roughly 4 times greater. The higher yield of
nanographene can be attributed to few-layered and monolayered precursor
materials and better solvation, increasing acoustic cavitation of generated solvent
bubbles and nebulization of solvent.73 Despite increasing yield, large quantities of
fragmented material were not obtained, for both precursors. In order to increase
yields, solutions were subjected to 2 hours of sonication. Sonication of precursor
ML-graphene in NMP, Sample 5, provided in a yield of ~18.0 wt% giving the
highest-yielding fractionated product. However toluene yielded hardly any
fractionated material, indicating toluene as a poor medium for exfoliation,
consistent with previously determined dispersion characteristics.77
Mesographene (Sample 4) was synthesized similarly to all other samples, but it
was not centrifuged in order to obtain a larger quantity of material. The entire
solution was filtered for analysis, giving a near quantitative yield of ~98.8 wt%.
Similarly, processed mesographite (Sample 2) also was not centrifuged and gave
a near quantitative yield (~96.0 wt%) of mesographite. The obtained powders
were then characterized and compared to precursors. This is necessary as
significant differences were observed between fragmented graphenes obtained
from different precursor sources.145
The presence of oxidative functionality and thermal stability of materials
were analyzed using TGA. Decomposition profiles of graphite and graphene
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precursors and fragmented products (Samples 1-4), heated in air, are shown
(Appendix A, Figure 12).The nanographite exhibited a decrease in Tmax to
654°C, indicating significant generation of functionality and smaller flake size.
Mesographite displayed a Tmax of 705°C, characteristic of an increase in thermal
resistance to oxidation. Since graphene and graphite are more thermally stable
than their oxidized derivatives, functionality from processing can be observed
using TGA.8, 44, 46, 99, 125, 127 The change in percentage weight loss for each
product was calculated in the region of 200-500°C, as it is well understood that
any oxidative functionality and/or organic moieties present in the fragmented
materials will demonstrate weight loss in this temperature range. For the
precursor graphite weight loss was only 0.3%, whereas for mesographite and
nanographite, the weight loss increased to 1.3% and 12.8%, respectively.
Nanographite exhibited an increase in weight loss of ~12.5% indicating the
possible presence of oxidized material or chemisorbed residue. This increase in
weight loss is substantially larger than that of mesographite, as its weight loss is
likely from sonication creating a small quantity of functionalized nanoscale
material. These increases in weight loss follow the trend observed in TGA for the
reduction process of graphite oxide.127 Precursor ML-graphene had two major
Tmax values of 447°C and 690°C, the first indicative of flake edge oxidation and
the second corresponding to total flake oxidation. Both nanographene and
mesographene exhibited increases in the higher Tmax; interestingly
mesographene exhibits a decrease in the first observed Tmax (432°C), probably
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due to extensive oxidative damage induced on flake edges and solvent residue
absorbed during sonication. For precursor ML-graphene, weight loss from 200500°C was 12.9 wt%, possibly from chemisorbed species from the precursor
synthesis method. In comparison, mesographene and nanographene showed
increases in weight loss of 3.8% and 13.7%, respectively, suggesting significant
oxidative functionality or chemisorbed moieties (trapped fragmented carbon) are
present in the nanoscale material.
The FT-IR spectra confirmed the presence of functional groups resulting
from sonication. FT-IR spectra for mesographite and mesographene, with
background subtraction of both respective precursors, were obtained (Appendix
A, Figure 13). The spectra for both samples are quite similar, indicating that the
synthesis method did not greatly affect the generated chemical functionalities.
The peaks at ~3420 cm-1 and 3350 cm-1 indicate the presence of free or bound O-H groups corresponding, respectively, to either trapped water or hydroxyl
groups of graphitic oxides.146 Strong absorptions at ~ 2750, 2690, 2640, 2560,
and 2520 cm-1 could be due to either strongly hydrogen-bonded carboxylic acid
groups or dimerization of proximal carboxylic acid groups.147, 148 These peaks are
not observed in graphite oxide or graphene oxide prepared by Hummer’s
method. Surprisingly, a strong absorption at ~1720 cm-1, the band for C=O
stretching, is not present in either sample. The absence of this peak is most likely
a result of the highly conjugated aromatic structure and internal hydrogen
bonding, which can mask this peak.147 Peaks at ~1580 cm-1 decrease in intensity
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as compared to their respective precursors, similarly observed from the loss of
C=C bonds in graphitic oxides.146 Peaks of small intensity at ~1400 cm-1 and
1360 cm-1 are found in graphitic oxides, a feature of -O-H and -C-OH
functionalities, respectively.146 The sonication procedure appears to generate
specific functionalities and/or chemisorbed species, which have not been
observed as intensely in size-selected nanoscale graphene.79, 80
To understand changes in chemical compositions, elemental analysis to
determine carbon, hydrogen, and chlorine content of mesographite and
mesographene were carried out with precursor ML-graphene (Table A1). After
converting ML-graphene to mesographene, the percentage of carbon decreased
by 4.1%. Considering this decrease and the minimal change in oxygen content
after sonication, it appears likely that highly oxidized fragments reacted or could
have decomposed during the sonication process and removed by filtration.
Hydrogen content increased only slightly as a result of sonication, which was
similarly seen for highly reduced graphene oxide.44, 127 However, there is a
substantial increase in chlorine content, as the atomic ratio of carbon to chlorine
decreased. Mesographene appears to have nearly ~33 more chlorine atoms per
carbon as compared to the precursor material. Radical abstraction of chlorine,
from chloroform sonolysis, could account for chlorine functionality along the
edges of the graphene. Radical generation during sonication of graphite in
styrene is known to initiate bulk polymerization, covalently tethering polymer on
edges and surfaces of the fragmented graphene.89 The presence of ethanol,
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added to stabilize chloroform, could also contribute to reactive species generated
during sonication.149, 150 Possible sonolysis of ethanol could account for
increases in hydrogen and oxygen content and facilitate functionalization of small
sp2 carbon fragments formed during sonication.
To confirm the presence of covalent surface functionalization, XPS was
performed on graphite and mesographite. A summary of elemental
concentrations derived from the survey spectra is provided (Table A2). The
multiplex spectra with sub-peak deconvolution of the C 1s photoemission region
(Appendix A, Figure 14) for both graphite powder and mesographite powder
were obtained, and the fits were established by using single crystal HOPG (SPI,
grade 2) as a reference. A satisfactory fit was produced for the graphite powder
and mesographite powder by using only the C-C sub-peak and the π  π*
shakeup sub-peak. The O 1s photoemission region for both samples was also
measured (Appendix A, Figure 15). Mesographite displayed a slight increase in
the relative intensity of the high binding energy sub-peak in comparison to the
low binding energy sub-peak, suggesting a larger amount of C-O functionalities
(though very slight), which has been previously seen for fractionated samples.77
XPS analysis of this region displays no significant increase of covalently bonded
oxygen-containing functionalities generated by sonication. To determine
covalently bonded chlorine content, spectra of both precursor and mesographite
were obtained (Figure 5) containing the survey comparison of the Cl 2p region
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for graphite and mesographite and de
de-convolution
convolution of the Cl 2p photoemission
region for mesographite.

Figure 5. XPS spectra of a) survey spectra comparison of the Cl 2p regions
of mesographite and precursor graphite and b) de
de-convoluted
convoluted of Cl 2p
region of mesographite

The presence of –C-Cl
Cl bonds are confirmed, which likely exist at sheet edges,
however trapped chloroform could also account for this observation.
Raman spectroscopy was utilized to discern any defects generated after
sonication. Using the ratio of the intensities (ID/IG) of the disorder band (known
(know as
the D band, ~1350 cm-1) and the tangential band (G band, ~1580 cm-1), changes
in disorder for sp2 carbon allotropes can be compared. The observed Raman
spectra (Figure 6)) and changes in Raman peak characteristics for the G band
and 2D band (Table A3)) demonstrate the effects induced disorder of the
exfoliation process on the mesoscopic samples.
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Figure 6. Raman spectra of precursor and mesoscale a) graphites and b)
graphenes

For mesographite, the ID/IG ratio was measured to be 0.18, very close to the ratio
of 0.14 obtained before sonication in chloroform.82 This is likely a result of large
micron length sheets not exhibiting defects seen in nanoscale graphene.136 For
graphene, the measured ID/IG ratio was 0.04, indicating little defect in the
precursor. The ID/IG ratio increased to 0.46 for mesographene, indicating a large
increase in the disorder of the sample. In-plane crystallite sizes (La) were
calculated from the laser line wavelength (C’(λ)) and corresponding ID/IG ratios
(Table S4 in Appendix A), using the equation:151, 152
D
G

 ’ a

(1)

An increase in La values after sonication was observed and is further supported
by increase in Tmax seen from TGA.153 The increase in La also indicates that the
increase in the ID/IG ratio may be simply caused by an increase in sheet edges
being measured by the excitation laser spot size, a result of smaller sized
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graphene sheets. A shift upfield in the G band of mesographite (3 cm-1) and
mesographene (2 cm-1) is characteristic of monolayer graphene. Changes in
number of layers present in graphitic material causes shifts to lower frequency of
the 2D band peak at ~2700 cm-1. Graphite and mesographite exhibited different
peak values for maximum intensity of the 2D band, centered at 2693 and 2661
cm-1 respectively. The shift of 31 cm-1 can be attributed to the creation of few
layer graphene. Previously these changes in the 2D band have been attributed to
random stacking, as the expected AB Bernal stacking was not seen.82 For MLgraphene and mesographene the highest intensity of the 2D band is observed at
2681 cm-1, a feature associated with AB Bernal stacking.151 Substantial
functionality is not observed from TGA, FT-IR, or elemental analysis for
mesographene, despite a large increase in the ID/IG ratio. The synthesis of
MWNTs from graphene by sonication has been shown to affect peak
characteristics from Raman measurements.154 To determine any change in
curvature, the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) was determined for the G
band and 2D of the precursors and obtained products and differences in values
after sonication (Table A4). After sonication, mesographite had no change in the
G band FWHM value. In contrast, the FWHM value of mesographene’s G-band
increased by 10 cm-1 and the 2D band FWHM increased by 14 cm-1. These
changes in FWHM values are similar to the differences observed in FWHM
values for scrolled graphene which can form carbon nanoscrolls and nanotube
structures.155
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Voltage TEM (LV
(LV-TEM)
TEM) and Scanning TEM (STEM) analysis were
Low-Voltage
performed to determine any changes in structural characteristics, such as
curvature or edge folding. Monolayer and aggregated nanoscale graphenes have
previously been observed showing centrifugation conditions can be altered to
obtain size-specific
specific material, confirmed by electron microscopy.156 The asas
synthesized mesographene solution was too concentrated to be centrifuged,
therefore diluted solutions (< 0.01 mg/mL) were p
prepared.
repared. These solutions were
centrifuged before LV-TEM
TEM analysis to confirm the production of few layered or
monolayered graphene. LV
LV-TEM images from the diluted solutions (Figure
Figure 7)
reveal the presence of nanoscale graphene.

Figure 7. LV-TEM
TEM images of mesographene displaying nanolength sheets

Well-defined 2-dimensional
dimensional sheets are visible with lengths of the order of 100
nanometers, in the range of 200 nm - 400 nm. Scrolled structures are not
observed in these images, possibly rremoved during centrifugation.
Scanning TEM (STEM) was performed on un
un-centrifuged,
centrifuged, concentrated
dispersions of mesographene to observe any curved structures. STEM
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micrographs (Figure 8a-d)) indicate the presence of a variety of structures in bulk
mesographene.

a-b)
b) mesographene with regions (black circles)
Figure 8. STEM images of a
containing curved structures with several layers, c) folded and wrinkled
graphene layers, d) various carbon nanostructures trapped between layers
(indicated by white arrows), e) SAED pattern from monolayer edge (beam
incident along the [001] direction), f) SAED from the edge of aggregated
few-layered
layered graphene (beam incident along the [100] direction)

Large sheets with length scales larger th
than
an ~1 µm with curved edges can be
seen (Figure 8a-b).
). Black circles indicate regions with possible tube
tube-like
like
structures containing several layers of graphene sheets, some greater than 1µm
(Figure 8b). Figure 8c confirms the presence of folding, as large gr
graphene
aphene
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sheets with folded edges and small fragments of scrolled graphene trapped
between layers can be seen. Upon further magnification, carbon nanostructures
with tube-like and onion-like geometries (Figure 8d), which are indicated by
white arrows, appear trapped between planar graphene layers. Using electron
microscopy, similarly curved nanostructures were seen in samples of ball-milled
graphite, scrolled graphene, and nanotubes made from intercalated graphite.89,
144, 155, 157-162

The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (Figure 8e)

from the sheet edge, confirms preservation of the hexagonal lattice with intense
spots characteristic of monolayer graphene.44, 79, 80, 163, 164 Fluctuation in spot
intensities likely to be from wrinkled graphene sheets, which have been observed
in monolayer graphene.121 The SAED pattern of the edge of re-aggregated, fewlayered mesographene sheets (Figure 8f) confirms rotational faults in the
stacking order, suggesting AB Bernal stacking is not present163 which conflicts
with expected stacking concluded from Raman analysis. However sample
preparation using solvent has been shown to effect stacking behavior and may
account for this discrepancy, but edge domains in CVD synthesized graphene
have produced similar SAED patterns.82, 165 White arrows point to low intensity
diffraction spots, which could possibly arise from (002) and (003) spot patterns
found in analysis of isolated multi-walled graphitic tubes and graphitic allotropes
with a variety of structures prepared by arc-discharge methods.166, 167
Fragmented carbon and various other carbon structures could account for the
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appearance of these spots, which cannot be determined simply by Raman and
STEM analysis.
The XRD analysis of the powders provided information for determining
changes in d-spacing as a result of sonication. Comparisons to the structural
characteristics of graphite and graphitic oxides can be insightful, as thorough
exploration to determine oxidation effects on interlayer spacing has been
performed.146 XRD patterns (Appendix A, Figure 16) of precursor and products
show minor structural changes after processing. Using the Bragg equation, the dspacing was calculated for each sample; d-spacing was 0.328 nm for precursor
graphite and increased to 0.334 nm for mesographite. This change can be
attributed to the exfoliation of graphite likely from edge functionality and
intercalation. Precursor ML-graphene exhibited a d-spacing of 0.334 nm and for
mesographene the d-spacing was determined to be 0.333 nm. From the Scherrer
equation (adjusting FWHM values due to instrument line broadening), the
average stacking height (Lc) of nanoscale (< 200 nm) materials can be
calculated. Several groups have reported values for pristine graphites of various
particle sizes, modified graphites, exfoliated graphites, and graphene.89, 99, 124, 126,
146, 153, 157, 168-171

For our precursor graphite and graphene, Lc was found to be

10.0 and 7.3 nm, respectively. These values increased for mesographite and
mesographene to 15.8 and 12.1 nm, respectively, as an increase in the crystallite
size is observed. As graphite is oxidized, a decrease in crystallite size was
observed resulting from surface oxidation.146, 172 Thus we assume our
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mesoscopic materials are likely only edge functionalized and that sonication
removed any distortions on the surface. Using La values determined from Raman
analysis and our determined Lc values, crystallite surface areas for the powders
were determined. Consideration of these values must be taken qualitatively, as
using XRD analysis to confirm the presence of structural curvature is difficult
because distortions in graphitic samples directly affect the diffraction angles and
FWHM values measured experimentally.167, 168 Substantial increases in surface
area are observed in both samples, likely due to loss of amorphous carbon.
However these increases could be a result of curvature induced at edges,
creating linked structures, thus increasing both lateral and stacking heights after
processing.
The effect of the sonication procedure on conductivity, which can be
greatly altered by changes in the chemical functionality and structural properties
for graphitic materials, was analyzed using dielectric spectroscopy. Conductivity
of the samples was measured by scanning different frequencies at room
temperature, and calculated according to the following equation:
 ⁄ 

(2)

where σ is conductivity (S/cm), l is the length of sample cylinder (cm), A is the
cross section area of the sample cylinder (cm2), and Z is the measured sample
impedance (Ω). Conductivity measurements for all samples (Appendix A,
Figure 17), including precursors, show a loss of conductivity resulting from
sonication. The conductivity values are in good agreement with literature data for
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electrical conductance of compacted graphite, especially if one takes into
account that conductivity was measured along the compaction direction.173, 174
The self-assembly of the fragmented mesoscopic products could account for
variations in conductivity similar to the changes observed for deposited
macroscopic thin films.175 For isolated nanoscale products, nanographene and
Sample 5 (NMP), the respective observed conductivities were less than that of
mesographene. This decrease in conductivity has been reported for even slightly
oxidized species, as sonication creates defect edges that further decrease
conductivity. Compared to previously reported conductivities of chemically
produced graphenes, both mesographene and mesographite exhibit similar
values.157 The conductivity of mesographene (Sample 4) is roughly 3 times
greater than the conductivity of less-damaged nanographene (Sample 3), having
a decrease in conductivity being a likely result of compaction causing increase in
inter-junction sites for nanographene.
Also the mesoscopic products could potentially have conductivity affected
by factors other than oxidation, as induced curvature and/or orientation between
inter-junction sites caused by compaction. In a carbon nanotube and graphite
interface, the orientation and structural characteristics of the materials were seen
to affect conductivity.176 Given that wrinkled functionalized sheets and capped
carbon nanostructures are observed in the mesoscopic product, conductivity may
decrease significantly due to the presence of curved species present on flake
edges, creating poor inter-sheet junctions. Low conductivity has been observed
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in graphene/graphite films and graphite (95 wt.%)/SWNTs (5 wt.%) and attributed
to re-aggreagation effects after sonication, possibly generating unfavorable
junction sites which increased resistivity of the films.77, 177 Preservation of
conductivity by improving contact between junction and interface sites requires
further examination of self-assembly properties. By simple manipulation of
synthesis conditions and/or post-processing methods, material resistance could
be decreased.
Initially to understand solvent dispersion characteristics, experimental
observations from carbon nanotube dispersions provided a starting point in
determining graphene dispersibility.134 To determine solvent stability of our
mesoscopic samples, optical measurements of mesographene dispersions in
both NMP and chloroform were analyzed in the UV-visible light range (Appendix
A, Figure 18). Similarly, measurements to determine the absorption coefficients
for mesographite in NMP and chloroform were performed as a comparison
(Appendix A, Figure 19). Previous work has indicated that sonicated exfoliated
graphite powder can be dispersed in NMP up to a concentration of 20 mg/mL,
but centrifuged samples can be dispersed at concentrations of 63 mg/mL.138
During sedimentation of inorganic nanowires, the concentration of dispersed
material in solvent was approximated, and further expanded to graphene, using
the equation,78, 82, 138, 178
        /

(3)
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which is defined by the stable dispersion concentration (C0) and the initial
concentration (CT). For previously studied chloroform dispersions, a C0/CT ratio in
the range of 0.67-0.96 was found for extensive time frames (11-19 hours).82 For
the mesographene sample, the stability was measured for specific
concentrations (0.1 mg/mL) over a time frame of 6 hours to determine stability in
short time for processing applications. The observed ratio was C0/CT = 0.21
indicating that the solution is not particularly stable, as large flakes sediment out
fairly quickly. For mesographene, dispersed in NMP, the ratio was determined to
be C0/CT = 0.57, meaning that large flakes are more readily stabilized in NMP
and remain dispersed longer, which can be explained by different solvents
having been shown to produce size-selected flakes with differing distributions in
flake size and layers.78, 82 For mesographene synthesized in NMP (Sample 5),
dispersion of the product in chloroform gave an absorbance value (0.947 a.u.),
slightly lower than the value (1.171 a.u.) from dispersed mesographene
synthesized in chloroform. This difference indicates that solvent choice for
exfoliation, which can affect nanoscale material properties, may not be observed
when measuring the stability of mesoscopic solutions. Further exploration of the
effect on these solution properties from the presence of nanoscale material is
needed.
Absorption coefficients for dispersions in NMP and chloroform were
determined at a specific wavelength for mesographene and mesographite
(Figure A8), λ = 660 nm, to compare with reported values. Previously the
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absorption coefficient, α, for size-selected flakes in NMP was determined, using
Beer-Lambert’s Law, giving α = 2460 mL mg-1 m-1,77 and was later amended to
incorporate variations in experimental conditions and reported as an invariant
average value of α = 3620 mL mg-1 m-1.78 For mesographite and mesographene
dispersed in NMP, the absorption coefficient values were α = 597 mL mg-1 m-1
and α = 1309 mL mg-1 m-1 respectively. Our values are lower, and while changes
in experimental conditions can cause variability in these values, the difference in
our values can be explained simply by the presence of larger flakes, which were
not removed by centrifuging the solutions.78 Absorption coefficients were also
calculated for dispersions in chloroform with values of α = 610 mL mg-1 m-1 and α
= 1173 mL mg-1 m-1 for mesographite and mesographene, respectively.
Experimental α values for mesographite in both NMP and chloroform are quite
similar (∆α ≈ 13 mL mg-1 m-1), supporting previous reports that a single α value
can be used for every solvent which is good for graphite dispersion.77, 78, 80 The
absorption coefficient for mesographene, for both NMP and chloroform, changed
significantly (∆α ≈ 136 mL mg-1 m-1) and suggesting much better dispersion in
NMP.
The ability to disperse graphene in single solvent, surfactant/aqueous, and
polymer/solvent systems requires overcoming the weak inter-sheet van der
Waals forces. These dispersion systems have been experimentally explored
extensively, and the governing solubility parameters for dispersion were
thoroughly investigated.77, 79, 80, 82, 132, 133, 135, 136, 179 The necessary solubility
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mined, as the Hildebrand solubility parameter of δT ~ 23
parameters were determined,
MPa1/2 and Hansen solubility parameters of δD ~ 18 MPa1/2, δP ~ 9.3 MPa1/2, and
δH ~ 7.7 MPa1/2 are reported for graphene. Hansen solubility parameters for the
materials used in this study are provid
provided (Table A6)
6) and solvents listed in order
by decreasing graphene dispersibility.80, 82 Solvents chosen for dispersion were
carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, acetone, NMP, toluene, and triethylamine
(TEA). Mesographene products were dispersed using momentary sonication as
no visible large particulates were observed, displayed in ((Figure 9).

Figure 9. Mesographene dispersed at a concentration of 0.1 mg/mL in A)
NMP, B) Chloroform, C) Carbon Tetrachloride, D) Acetone, E) Toluene
shown a) initially, and b) after 1 hour
The dispersions of mesographene are visibly less transparent in comparison to
dispersed mesographite solutions ((Appendix A, Figure 20).
). The larger lateral
starting size of graphite, as well as the 3
3-D behavior, confirmed the observed
rapid sedimentation of mesographite compared to mesographene.
Optical measurements of mesographene and mesographite dispersions
were performed using solvents with variable Hansen parameters (Appendix
Appendix A,
Figure 21). The measured
sured absorbance at λ = 660 nm, including the absorbance
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ratios between both products, are given (Table A7). Two major factors for
increased solvent dispersibility are: i) defect generation along flake edges due to
sonication and ii) decrease in flake size during fragmentation. For the range of δD
values assigned to graphene (15-21 MPa1/2), all solvents have δD values which
fall within the accepted range of dispersing graphene. Interestingly δP and δH
values for carbon tetrachloride (δP = 0 MPa1/2, δH = 0.6 MPa1/2), toluene (δP = 1.4
MPa1/2) and triethylamine (δP = 0.4 MPa1/2, δH = 1.0 MPa1/2) do not fall in the
acceptable range of solvents capable of dispersing graphene, yet based on our
results demonstrate good dispersibility. This suggests that the range of δD values
for graphene dispersibility govern solvent dispersibility, consistent with other
experimental results.82 Differences in dispersibility between the mesoscopic
products can be accounted for by the fragmentation of graphite creating chemical
species primarily consisting of benzene, toluene, xylenes, and phenolic
compounds76, which we assume may have been trapped upon re-aggregation of
product during filtration. The formation of decomposition and impurities was
suggested to increase dispersibility in “poor” solvents, and upon addition of
amphiphilic block copolymers, the stability between organic and aqueous phases
was shown to be easily manipulated.180 Hence these species could account for
the improvement in dispersibility of mesographene in both acetone and toluene
and the possible increase in π-π interactions, hydrogen bonding interactions,
and/or presence of chemisorbed species.
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Considering both chemical characterization and structural analysis, the
presence of hetero-structures can be understood by understanding the
associated chemistry of the sonication process. Sonochemical degradation of
chlorinated solvents can generate various radical species, including chlorine
radicals and even HCl while water has been known to form both hydrogen
radicals and hydroxyl radicals.141, 143 High-voltage (300 kV) high dosage electron
irradiation of carbon soot for prolonged exposure times (≥10 minutes) has been
reported to form curled and closed structures for graphitic samples.181 Sonication
of graphene oxide under strongly acidic conditions has been shown to produce
carbon nanotubes, explained by acid induced condensation of sonicationinduced formation of polyaromatic hydrocarbons.144 Based on this information, a
mechanism for the sonochemically induced functionalized and capped
nanostructures in mesographene (Figure 10).
The initial introduction of chemical functionality from sonication occurs at
flake edges (Figure 10a) and creates wrinkled 2-dimensional sheets with
oxidized and chlorinated species. These wrinkled functionalized sheets upon
further sonication (Figure 10b), which creates high temperatures and pressures
ideal for fusing reactive fragments, can form closed 3-dimensional
nanostructures in the presence of a strong acids, such as HCl. While this scheme
provides a potential explanation for our observations, further experimentation is
needed to confirm details of this process.
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two
Figure 10. Postulated synthesis of carbon nanostructures in a two-step
process generated during sonication by a) initial generation of curved and
wrinkled functionalized layered and monolayer graphene and b) curved
closed nanostructures formed by few
few-layered
layered and monolayer sheets form
various structures
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Extensive research regarding polymer nanocomposites containing
graphene, graphene oxide, and modified graphite has shown changes in polymer
characteristics, including increases for thermal conductivity, electrical
conductivity, mechanical properties, thermocalorimetric transitions, and gas
permeability.8, 98, 103, 182 Highly porous functionalized graphene sheets have been
shown to increase the glass transition temperature (Tg) of poly(methyl
methacrylate) by 30 °C.99 To observe the effect on various polymer systems, we
used both polar and non-polar polymers consisting of polystyrene (PS),
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(cyclohexadiene) (PCHD), and poly(4vinylpyridine) (P(4-VP)). Mesographite was used due to low precursor cost and
primarily layered structure. Thermal properties of polymer composites containing
mesographite were measured using (DSC) and the glass transition temperature
(Tg) recorded and compared to the respective neat polymer (Figure 11).
For polymer composites containing various percentages of mesographite
as filler, a maximum in Tg was observed for all matrices containing 0.05 wt.%
mesographite. The lack of smooth transitions in the Tg values as filler percentage
is increased indicate likely aggregation of the filler during the “annealing” process
of the 1st heating cycle. Therefore the percolation threshold for thermal
reinforcement is either at 0.05 wt.% or lower. The largest increases in Tg values
were noted for composites consisting of 0.05 wt.% in PMMA (∆Tg = + 14 °C) and
0.05 wt.% in P(4-VP) (∆Tg = + 5 °C). Upon addition of mesographite to non-polar
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polymers only slight increases in Tg were observed, for 0.05 wt.% in PS (∆T
( g=+
2 °C) and 0.05 wt.% in PCHD ((∆Tg = + 3 °C). The low observed increases in Tg
for the PS composites is not surprising, as for even covalently grafted graphite
gra
oxide increasing the molecular weight (from ~21k to ~81k) of PS decreased
thermal confinement of polymer chains, lowering the increase in Tg values.175
We expect that molecular weight as well as polydispersity can greatly affect the
dispersibility characteristics during any thermal treatments
treatments,, which can be
manipulated by annealing conditions. Furthermore, solution
solution-blended
blended polymer
nanocomposites consisting of low volume percentages of fragmented graphite
sheets and polycarbonate (containing Bisphenol A)117 displayed decreases in Tg,
characteristic of poor interactions between the filler surface and poly
polymer
mer similar
to our observations.

Figure 11. Plot of Tg values of neat polymers and solution processed
composites as weight percentage of mesographite is increased (T
( g of
corresponding neat polymers are indicated by dashed lines)
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Conclusions
Starting from commercial precursors, we employed a sonication-assisted
exfoliation process to obtain large quantities of fragmented graphitic materials.
Variations in chemical composition and induced sheet edge damage to the
conjugated graphitic network were observed from Raman specroscopy, FT-IR,
elemental analysis and XPS spectra. LV-TEM and STEM images of
mesographene show the presence of heterostructures and fragemented sheets
of nanoscale and micron lengths. High conductivity was observed for all the
fragmented samples, and the excellent re-dispersion of the obtained
macroscopic products was exploited as a simple route for polymer
nanocomposite preparation. Thermal analysis of polymer composites containing
mesographite showed that polymer chain mobility was enhanced in non-polar
systems and inhibited in polar matrices. This method for sonication-assisted
exfoliation of graphite could be further developed to create tunable and
dispersible graphene-based materials in large quantities in order to facilitate their
commercial application.
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Appendix A
Bulk Fragmentation of Commercial Graphite and MultiMulti
Layered Graphene Powders Using a Low-Boiling
Boiling Point Solvent

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
To compare the thermal stability of these materials, maximum degradation
temperatures were obtained, corresponding to maximum weight loss. Precursor
graphite has a Tmax of 691°C ((Figure 12),
), significantly less than reported values
for graphite powder (< 20 µm), probably due to edge and surface oxidation.153

Figure 12. Decomposition profiles of a) graphite (black), mesographite
(blue), and nanographite (red), b) graphene (black), mesographene (blue),
and nanographene (red) heated in air
Nanographene exhibits a Tmax of 710°C, ~20°C greater than that of graphene,
which could be indicative of nonin
nonintercalated/functionalized
tercalated/functionalized few layered and
monolayered graphene, which has been attributed to enhancements in thermal
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resistance.183 Comparing weight losses of nanographene products synthesized in
a different solvent, sonication in NMP (Sample 5) increased weight loss by 2.4%.
This suggests that increased functionality may depend on solvent selection, but
residual NMP could account
unt for this increase as NMP has low volatility.80
FT-IR Analysis
FT-IR spectra of both mesographene and mesographite were measured in
atmospheric conditions with precursor background subtraction in Figure 13.

Figure 13. FT-IR
IR spectra of mesographite (lower) and mesographene
(upper) (after precursor background subtraction)

Elemental Analysis
Relative weight percentages obtained from elemental analysis and
calculated atomic
omic ratios are shown iin Table A1.
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Table A1: Elemental analysis of as-received ML-graphene and mesoscopic
products
Cl
C/Cl a)
Sample
C [wt%] O [wt%] C/O a)
H [wt%]
[wt%]
93.36

2.86

43.52

<0.5

<0.05

>5516.02

Mesographene 89.26

2.44

48.78

0.67

1.58

166.89

85.62

<0.5

>228.32

0.11

0.20

1264.68

ML-Graphene

Mesographite
a)

The atomic ratios were calculated relative to measured percentages.

XPS Analysis
Survey spectra for both samples displays high intensity of the carbon
signal, as expected. The small peak near the oxygen photoemission region
observed in both spectra is attributed to the carbon ghost line. This peak is a
result of small magnesium impurities in the aluminum anode and the very intense
carbon signal. The offset of the signal is exactly 233 eV from the carbon 1s
signal, confirming the presence of ghost lines. Peak positions were determined
by referencing the C-C line to 284.4 eV (the known value for graphite) and
shifting the entire spectra. The C 1s photoemission spectrum for graphite and
mesographite were collected, and the C 1s line was fit with an asymmetric line
shape, while the π  π* shakeup was fit assuming a Gaussian shape, shown in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. XPS measurements of C1s regions for a) graphite, b)
mesographite

The shakeup was determined to be shifted approximately 6.5 eV higher than the
C 1s line. This separation value and area ratio was kept for the sub
sub-peak
peak
deconvolution of the graphite powder sample and the mesographite powder
sample. The full width at half m
maximum
aximum (FWHM) for the C 1s line of the HOPG
sample was 0.8 eV. A satisfactory fit was produced for the graphite powder and
mesographite powder by using only the C
C-C sub-peak
peak and the shakeup subsub
peak. A very slight broadening of the C
C-C feature was observed (FWHM 1.0) and
attempts to add a defect sub
sub-peak or C-O bonding sub-peaks
peaks resulted in poorer
fits. Because of the very low O/C ratio (< 0.035) and the tail structure of the C-C
C
line, it is entirely plausible to assume that peak shifts, associated with C-O
C and
C-Cl
Cl bonding, are consumed by the high binding energy side of the C-C
C line. For
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both samples, the O1s photoemission regions were found, along with peak dede
convolutions, in Figure 15
15.

Figure 15. XPS spectra of O1s regions of a) graphite, b) mesographite with
sub-peak deconvolution

The lower binding energy sub
sub-peak
peak is associated with oxygen doubly bound to
carbon (O=C), possibly in an aromatic arrangement, and the high binding energy
sub-peak
peak is associated with oxygen singly b
bound to carbon (O-C).184 The atom
percentages of carbon, oxygen, and chlorine in graphite and mesographite,
determined using both survey and multiplex measurements, are d
displayed
isplayed in
Table A2. The measured elemental compositions of the surfaces of the samples
are similar to the values obtained from elemental analysis
analysis.
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Table A2: XPS atomic percentages from Survey and Multiplex
measurements for Graphite and Mesographite
Sample
Graphite

Mesographite

Measurement Carbon [at. %] Oxygen [at. %]

Chlorine
[at. %]

Survey

97.1

2.9

0

Multiplex

97.5

2.5

n/a

Survey

96.4

3.2

0.4

Multiplex

96.6

3.0

0.4

Raman Spectroscopy
Table A3: Raman characteristics of precursors and mesoscopic products
Sample

ML-Graphene

G band

2D band

Position FWHMa) ∆FWHM
[cm-1]
[cm-1]
[cm-1]

Position FWHMa) ∆FWHM
[cm-1]
[cm-1]
[cm-1]

1578

29

2681

63

10

14

Mesographene

1580

39

2681

77

Graphite

1567

20

2692

115

Mesographite

1570

20

2661

95

0
a)

(-)20

These values were calculated using single Lorentzian fits.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
XRD patterns of powder samples are displayed in Figure 16. All samples
displayed the signature [002] peak at 2θ= ~26.6°, corresponding to the interlayer
distance (d-spacing) of ~0.335 nm between crystalline graphite sheets.146
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Figure 16. Powder XRD patterns of a) graphite and mesographite, b)
graphene and mesographene

Determination of Crystallite Sizes
Using both La values obtained from Raman analysis and Lc values determined
from XRD, crystallite size can be approximated, assuming the crystallites consist
of hexagonally prismatic structure
tructure (Table A
A4). The equation used for
determination of La was applied for a laser line wavelength of 514 nm.152
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Table A4: Sample ID/IG ratios, corresponding experimental in-plane
crystallite sizes (La) and surface area of crystallites

a)

Sample

ID/IG Ratio

Laa) (nm)

Surface
Areab) (nm2)

Graphite

0.14

5.0

158

Mesographite

0.18

5.7

278

Graphene

0.04

2.7

61

Mesographene

0.46

9.1

349

Determined using Eq. 1, where C’(514 nm)≈0.0055,
surface area of a hexagonal prism.

b)

Determined using the formula for the
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Dielectric Spectroscopy
Dielectric spectroscopy measurements were performed on the compacted
powders by scanning the frequency range of 100-106 Hz (Figure 17).
).

Figure 17. Conductivities of compacted powder samples

Optical Absorbance Measurements of Dispersions
Results of optical measurements to determine the stability of solutions of
mesographene dispersed in NMP and CHCl3, measured at λ = 660 nm, are
displayed in Figure 18.
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ability curves of mesographene solutions at concentrations of
Figure 18. Stability
0.1 mg/mL in a) NMP (inset: linear absorbance at λ=
= 660nm for diluted
solutions) and b) CHCl3 (inset: linear absorbance at λ=
= 660nm for diluted
solutions)
Determination of the molar absorptivit
absorptivity
y coefficient for mesographite
dispersed in NMP and CHCl3 was performed using the Beer-Lambert
Lambert Law with
absorbance values at λ= 660nm for various concentrations (Figure 19).
19
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Figure 19. Plots of absorbance for λ = 660 nm vs. concentration (mg/mL) for
mesographite dispersed in a) NMP and b) CHCl3, upon dilution
The Hansen solubility parameters for solvents selected for tthis
his work are
reported in Table A5.. Recently, theoretical modeling applied to one and twotwo
dimensional solutes was reported, giving a simple representation of the role of
solubility parameters on miscibility, and concluding that δD and δP are the main
governing parameters.185 The effects of δH on miscibility are very specific to the
chemical makeup of the dispersed material and the solvent, which complicates
correlations
relations between theoretical and empirical findings.
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Table A5:: Hansen solubility parameters for selected solvents and graphene
Solvent/Material
NMP
Chloroform
Acetone
Toluene
TEA
Carbon
Tetrachloride

δD [MPa1/2]
18
17.8
15.5
18
17.8

δP [MPa1/2]
12.3
3.1
10.4
1.4
0.4

δH [MPa1/2]
7.2
5.7
7
2
1.0

17.8

0

0.6

Graphene a)

18 (15
(15-21)

9.3 (3-17)

7.7 (2-18)
18)

a)

Values in parentheses correspond to the acceptable range for solvents capable of graphene
dispersion.

Photographs of vials containing mesographite dispersed in various
solvents were taken at initial dispersion ((Figure 20a)) and one hour after being
dispersed (Figure 20b).

Figure 20. Photograph of vials containing mesographite dispersed at a
concentration of 0.1 mg/mL in various solvents: A) NMP, B) Chloroform, C)
Carbon Tetrachloride, D) Acetone, E) Toluene shown a) initially and b) 1
hour later
The optical absorbance spectra of both products dispersed in various
solvents at similar concentrations
trations are shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Absorbance spectra of a) mesographite (dashed), b)
mesographene (solid), dispersed at equal concentrations (0.1 mg/mL) in
various
rious solvents: NMP (red), CHCl3 (black), CCl4 (orange), Toluene (blue),
Acetone (green), and TEA (purple)

Despite being synthesized from different precursors, qualitative
comparisons between the dispersibility of both mesoscopic products can be
made. Dispersed mesographene exhibits higher absorbance in all solvents, likely
a result of smaller flake size, higher purity, and more defect sites however
structures observed by microscopy may also contribute to increased absorbance.
Values for absorbance at λ = 660 nm for both samples in different
nt solvents are
shown in Table A6.
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Table A6: Comparison of absorbance at λ= 660 nm for mesographene and
mesographite in different solvents
Solvent

Mesographenea)
[a.u.]

Mesographitea)
[a.u.]

Agraphene/Agraphiteb)

NMP

1.146

0.629

1.8

Acetone

0.789

0.462

1.7

Toluene

0.805

0.508

1.6

TEA

0.578

0.385

1.5

Chloroform

0.797

0.528

1.5

Carbon
Tetrachloride

0.673

0.522

1.3

a)

Experimental values determined from optical measurements.

b)

Absorbance ratio at λ = 660 nm.

As expected, for both mesographene and mesographite, NMP was shown
to be the most effective solvent for dispersibility. Noticeably, mesographene
dispersions do not follow the trends observed for exfoliated graphite, as both
acetone and toluene dispersions exhibit higher Agraphene/Agraphite ratios compared
to chlorinated solvents. Determining the ratio between the absorption coefficient
values for mesographene and mesographite respectively, we found αgraphene /
αgraphite ≈ 2.
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CHAPTER II
MACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF RESTACKED, REDOX-LIQUID
EXFOLIATED GRAPHITE AND GRAPHITE MIMICS PRODUCED IN
BULK QUANTITIES
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Abstract
The excellent properties exhibited by monolayer graphene have spurred
the development of exfoliation techniques using bulk graphite to produce large
quantities of pristine monolayer sheets. Development of simple chemistry to
exfoliate and intercalate graphite and graphite mimics in large quantities is
required for numerous applications. To determine the macroscopic behavior of
restacked, exfoliated bulk materials, a systematic approach is presented using a
simple, redox-liquid sonication process to obtain large quantities of 2-D and 3-D
hexagonally layered graphite, molybdenum disulfide, and boron nitride. The
chemical compositions and self-assembly of the bulk 2-D and 3-D products were
analyzed to correlate with measured macroscopic properties. Characterization by
thermogravimetric analysis shows when MoS2 is sonicated with sodium bisulfite,
the obtained product retains roughly 54.0 wt.%, whereas MoS2 sonicated without
antioxidant retains only 15.2 wt.%. Results from Raman spectroscopy and x-ray
diffraction and images from electron microscopy indicate the presence of
distorted phases of different polymorphs, suggesting the formation of a NaxMoS2
compound and apparent nanotube structures in the bulk, restacked MoS2. Using
simple chemical methods, the ability to generate tailored multidimensional
layered materials with unique macroscopic properties is critical for numerous
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applications including electrical devices, reinforced polymer composites, lithium–
ion capacitors, and chemical sensing.

Introduction
The discovery of single layer two-dimensional (2-D) atomic crystals of
graphene by the simple Scotch-tape exfoliation method17 has expanded the
frontier of materials research and device applications.12 Furthermore, the
production of inorganic “graphene mimics”16, including transition metal
dichalcogenides and boron nitride, have recently received significant attention in
the scientific community.56, 94, 186 Graphene and the corresponding mimics exhibit
excellent properties, including electrical, mechanical, magnetic, thermal, sensing,
and lubricating behaviors, which have broadened the scope of research for viable
chemical and physical methods to tailor material properties for these
applications.12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 25, 38, 45, 48, 56, 57, 93, 96, 101, 102, 107, 135, 187-190 A significant
challenge has been producing large quantities of desired 2-D materials suitable
for use in a broad range of applications. Only recently has ball milling emerged
for producing large quantities of exfoliated and functionalized graphenes, but this
exfoliation process requires complex equipment and conditions for reactions.191,
192

A simple liquid exfoliation route to obtain monolayer graphene was developed

to overcome the van Der Waals interactions in the layered precursor77, and the
governing parameters for exfoliation for the various liquids and graphene were
explored.80, 134 The extension of this exfoliation method to MoS2193 and BN83
powders was recently reported85, and both the utility and scope of this method
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assisted
further pursued.27, 86, 91, 190 However, despite the utility of sonication-assisted
exfoliation, the addition of chemical reagents to generate new, unique materials
has only just recently been explored with graphite as the inclusion of antioxidants
produced nanotube
ube structures154 and large, pristine graphene sheets.194 However
only small quantities were generated and both processes required non-ideal
non
reaction conditions (high solvent toxicity, exfoliation pre
pre-treatment,
treatment, intense
sonication
on conditions, difficulty in reagent/solvent removal, etc.), thus requiring
improvement of this exfoliation technique for scaling up the process and
achieving changes in macroscopic properties.

Figure 22. Proposed schematic of s
sonochemically produced 2-D
D and 3-D
3
layered compounds in bulk samples
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In this work, we present a facile, redox-liquid exfoliation method which
produces high-yields of various 2-D and 3-D nanostructures using various
antioxidants by mild sonication of 3-D precursor powders of graphite,
molybdenum disulfide, and boron nitride in isopropanol (IPA). Extensive
characterization was performed on the dried, restacked samples to d. To
minimize errors in measurements, which were shown to greatly depend on
sample preparation and handling,86 homogenization of the samples after
sonication was performed. Based on previous reports, the results of our
exfoliation processes can be understood (Figure 22) using a chemical scheme.
Information including exfoliation conditions and antioxidant nature and
concentrations are included (Table B1). Using various chemical exfoliation
methods to chemically tune properties is still not yet understood thoroughly.
Furthermore the effects of atmospheric oxygen on chemical and structural traits
of these materials have not been systematically studied which can help facilitate
the production of tailored materials. Investigating the effects of chemical and
structural compositions of bulk quantities to observe macroscopic behavior could
further broaden the utility of these materials for further chemistry and
applications.

Results and Discussion
We prepared the 2-D and 3-D layered materials in high-yields using a
simple sonication liquid- and redox-liquid exfoliation procedure. As edge
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oxidation from sonication was determined to produce graphene from graphite77,
antioxidants were used (redox-liquid exfoliation) to minimize this affect.
Previously the addition of antioxidant and a radical scavenger to pretreated
exfoliated graphene generated, upon isolation, MWNTs154 and large, pristine
graphite sheets.194 However, due to low yields the properties of these structures
were not investigated further. As changing the dimensionality and scaling of
these materials can greatly affect their respective electronic, mechanical, and
lubricating properties12, we analyzed the thermal, chemical, structural, and
electrical behavior of the bulk exfoliated samples consisting of 2-D and 3-D
layered materials.
Previously, large quantities of intercalated and exfoliated 2-D MoS2 were
produced using sodium napthalenide92, however this method required an
expansion treatment with hydrazine hydrate as a preliminary reduction treatment.
Using a method to attempt to simplify the reduction and intercalation process of
MoS2, the bulk sample was analyzed to determine the influence of redox-liquid
exfoliation on larger quantities of MoS2 mono- and multilayered sheets. Samples
were physical mixed prior to analysis to promote homogenization. Thermal
treatment of the precursor and exfoliated products was used to determine
absorbed organics and changes in thermal resistance to oxidation.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) plots of the precursor and exfoliated MoS2
samples (Figure 23a) demonstrated susceptibility to thermal oxidation in air.
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The measured temperature at maximum weight loss, Tmax, and residual
weight percentages were obtained from the TGA curves (Table B1). For the
control sample MS1, two minor thermal degradations (Tmin1 and Tmin2) were
observed at 475 °C and 382 °C respectively, likely a result of thermal oxidation.
The TGA plot of MoS2 exfoliated in the presence of sodium bisulfite, referred to
as sample MS2, displayed enhanced thermal resistance to oxidation as initial
oxidative degradation occurred at Tmin1 and Tmin2 values of 496 °C and 395 °C
respectively. MoS2 powder retained 3.0 wt.% upon oxidative degradation, but
samples MS1, MS2, and MS3 retained residual weights of 15.2 wt.%, 54.0 wt.%,
and 17.8 wt.% respectively, demonstrating decreased susceptibility to thermal
oxidation. Comparatively, sample MS2 displayed significantly better resistance to
thermal oxidation compared to the other samples.
TGA coupled with mass spectrometry (TGA-MS) measurements were
performed in inert conditions (N2) of the precursors along with corresponding ion
(mass/charge) currents to observe evolved CO2 (m/z=44) during the heating
process from absorbed organic residues. Ultra-high purity N2 gas was used to
minimize the presence of absorbed or trapped O2 gas to prevent oxidative
combustion. TGA-MS plots (Figure 23b) of the exfoliated MoS2 samples
demonstrate the differences in thermal behavior. Ion current values and
normalized ion current ratios were tabulated for comparison (Table B2).
Precursor MoS2 displayed a weight loss of 4.4 wt.%, indicative of some residual
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impurities in the material. This may be caused by absorbed
hydrocarbon/gaseous species or from oxidized edges or surface chemistry.

Figure 23. Results from thermal analysis a) TGA plot of precursor and
exfoliated MoS2 products (air); b) TGA
TGA-MS
MS plots and measured ion currents
cu
(m/z=44) of precursor and exfoliated samples
Sample MS1 displays a loss of 5.3 wt.%, indicating retention of little
organic/water residue, however much less than absorbed surfactant retained on
exfoliated MoS2 nanosheets.87 This is further supported by the value for the
normalized ratio of ion current signals between both samples, (0.96), indicating
that both samples produced roughly the same concentration of evolved CO2 gas.
Contrastingly, samples MS2 and MS3 exhibited sig
significant
nificant losses of 26.2 wt.%
and 21.9 wt.%, respectively. Interestingly, observing the evolved CO2 gas signal
ratios, substantially higher levels of evolved CO2 were observed for both samples
as compared to the precursor and sample MS1. While increased tra
trapped
pped CO2
gas may contribute to these increases, the significant formation of CO2 gas
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occurs in the temperature range of 700 °C – 900 °C. This increase could be from
trapped gas or small organic molecules, but likely reflect the presence of a large
oxygen containing species such as polymer. Significantly, for sample MS2, the
released CO2 gas increased by nearly 5 times compared to precursor MoS2. As
nanoscale MoS2 has been shown to photo-oxidize alcohols195, introduction of
sodium bisulfite could possibly inducing the polymerization of the gaseous,
oxidized isopropanol, similar to the behavior of sodium bisulfite in redox
polymerization.196 Recently, using isopropanol as a gaseous organic precursor, a
technique referred to as plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
was used to make polymer films, formed as colliding electrons generating free
radicals.197 Similarly, sonication generates radical species, which could include
the oxidizing H2O2 species observed in the degradation of tert-butanol198. In the
presence of TEMPO, radical species could be stabilized which accounts for the
calculated normalized ion current ratio of 1.87 obtained for sample MS3. TEMPO
has been shown effective in trapping initiated radicals and would compete
against oxygen for radical recombination reactivity.199 Therefore we suggest that
for samples MS2 and MS3, sonication could have possibly induce a “controlled”
radical polymerization process, which has even been observed from simple
pyrolysis of isopropanol.200 Also previously exfoliated MoS2 was found to display
characteristic catalytic dehydrogenating behavior, due to dissolved oxygen gas
likely generating edge oxidation.201 Therefore as sample MS3 was exfoliated with
TEMPO, isopropanol may be oxidized to aldehydes or ketones/carboxylic acids
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similar to the catalytic oxidation of alcohols by TEMPO and a dehydrogenating
metal catalyst, such as RuCl2(PPh3)3, in the presence of O2.202 Therefore the
conditions used to exfoliate sample MS3 may enhance the catalytic behavior of
MoS2.
Surface and edge chemistry can be greatly affected by the exfoliation
process, and the precursors and exfoliated products were analyzed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to determine surface functionalities. Results
from XPS measurements on exfoliated MoS2 products (Figure 24) display
signature peaks for Mo4+ assigned to the 2H-MoS2 structure. Atomic percentages
from multiplex measurements attributed to surface compositions were also
determined (Table B3). The peaks of the Mo 3d5/2 and Mo 3d3/2 were seen at
~229.8 and ~233.0 eV, respectively, for all samples, slightly upshifted from
reported results.203 The characteristic S 2p3/2 and S 2p1/2 peaks also can be seen
for each sample at ~162.6 and ~163.8 eV, respectively. The apparent lack of 1TMoS2 species in each sample were observed, in agreement with previously
reported results.33 The S 2p peak at ~167 eV corresponding to SO32- and SO42ions was not seen for sample MS2, confirming no residual bisulfite.
Measurements of C1s and O1s spectra indicated the presence of organic
moieties in the exfoliated MoS2 products. MS1 exhibited three C1s sub-peaks at
~285.0, ~286.3, and ~289.1 eV which represent likely adventitious carbon, C-OH
or C-O-C, and C(=O)OH or O-C-O functionalities, respectively. The O1s spectra
contained a sub-peak at ~531.3 eV which could be from C=O functionality or
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possibly the presence of MoO2 which has previously demonstrated an O1s subsub
peak at 530.7eV.204 For samples MS2, the C1s peaks in
indicate
dicate the possible
presence of a surface film composed primarily of carbon species. However, the
O1s peak was found to contain two sub
sub-peaks
peaks at ~531.9 and ~533.5 eV
attributed to various C-O
O species. Expectedly, sample MS3 exhibited C1s peaks
(~285.0, ~286.5,
6.5, and ~289.2 eV) and O1s peaks (~531.6 and ~ 533.3 eV) at the
similar peak values seen for MS2. Qualitatively comparing the differences
between the peak values of MS2 and MS3, the changes likely arise from lower
concentration of oxidized carbon species in MS3.

Figure 24. XPS plots of a) Mo3d, b) S2p, c) C1s, and d) O1s signature peaks
for the exfoliated MoS2 samples
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The ATR-FTIR spectrum of precursor MoS2 (Appendix B, Figure 34)
powder is similar to that of dried MoS2.41 After sonication, the exfoliated sample
MS1 displays similar peaks, slightly more intense than those of the precursor
powder. A new peak of broad intensity is observed at 1732 cm-1 representing –
C=O stretching expected from oxidation of isopropanol to acetone during
pyrolysis.200 The broad peak at 941 cm-1 corresponds to terminal –Mo=O
bonding205 due to potential oxidation. This is further supported by the sharply
intense peaks at 730 cm-1 and 717 cm-1 characteristic of –Mo-O vibrations.206 A
similar spectrum was observed for sample MS3 indicating the presence of –
Mo=O and –Mo-O bonding. For MS2, new peaks are seen at ~2949 cm-1, ~2867
cm-1, ~1376 cm-1, ~997 cm-1, and ~973 cm-1, and the peaks previously assigned
to surface oxidation are not observed. The -C-O stretching peak appears at
~1166 cm-1 and is more easily observed compared to samples MS1 and MS3.
The peaks at ~2949 cm-1 and ~2867 cm-1 indicate new –C-H stretches, and the
sharp peak at 1457 cm-1 indicates a single –CH3 stretch. The high intensity peak
at ~1376 cm-1 likely is from sulfonic/sulfate species generated from thermal
degradation of sodium bisulfite.
Raman spectroscopy was performed on the samples to determine
structural changes and the number of layers of the aggregates (Appendix B,
Figure 35). Noticeably, precursor MoS2 exhibited A1g and E12g modes
(corresponding full-width at half maximum (FWHM) values are given in
parentheses) of 406 cm-1 (5.2 cm-1) and 381 cm-1 (5.3 cm-1) respectively,
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corresponding to the wavenumbers seen previously in bulk crystalline MoS2.207
Phonon confinement from small sheet sizes or defects in structure could account
for precursors displaying various values for the A1g and E12g modes and their
respective peak broadenings.208 After exfoliation, both modes were observed to
have shifted downfield, and the corresponding FWHM values changed as well.
For sample MS1, the A1g and E12g modes were seen at 403 cm-1 (6.2 cm-1) and
377 cm-1 (5.0 cm-1), suggesting a decrease in layers (based on the increase in
the FWHM value of the A1g mode), previously observed for sonication-assisted
exfoliated samples.85 Raman analysis of sample MS2 exhibited A1g and E12g
modes at 404 cm-1 (6.6 cm-1) and 378 cm-1 (5.8 cm-1) respectively, while sample
MS3 showed A1g and E12g modes at 404 cm-1 (6.2 cm-1) and 377 cm-1 (5.4 cm-1),
respectively. Sample MS2, displayed a peak of significant intensity at 283 cm-1,
characteristic of the E1g mode of MoS2 which is considered forbidden in Raman
backscattering if the sample surface is perpendicular to the c-axis.208 Considering
that this peak only arises if the laser light is p-polarized209, we believe the
observed E1g mode results from the incident light scattering parallel to edges of
sheets or c-axis oriented sheets. Also observed in the Raman spectra of MS2
was a broad peak at ~330 cm-1 previously reported for exfoliated monolayer
MoS2210. This corresponds to the Raman active J3 peak in 1T-MoS2 (not
observed in 2H-MoS2) which was present in the Raman spectrum of exfoliated
lithium intercalated MoS2 sheets.203 The appearance of this peak suggested that
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sodium ions are intercalated between the MoS2 layers forming the 1T-MoS2
structure.
The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of MoS2 has been known to
display various peaks based on sample purity, structure, processing (heating),
exposure to air, and other factors.211-214 However, a peak of high intensity should
be visible, assigned to the (002) peak of 2H-MoS2.214 The (002) Bragg peak
should be observed in bulk MoS2 at 2θ ≈ 14.8°, which can be used to determine
d-spacing along the c-axis. Interestingly, the obtained XRD pattern of precursor
MoS2 powder (Appendix B, Figure 36) does not show this characteristic peak.
To determine if water or any other contaminants affected the measurement, the
precursor was vacuum-dried at 200 °C for 14 hours but still did not display the
characteristic (002) peak. The presence of sample impurities and structural
heterogeneity of the precursor could account for the observed for the lack of the
(002) peak and suggests highly disordered or amorphous material. However for
both the precursor and dried precursor, broad peaks centered at 2θ ≈ 47° were
observed likely due to trapped water between layers.214 The characteristic (002)
peak was observed for sample MS1 at 2θ ≈ 14.52°, corresponding to a d-spacing
along the c-axis of ~0.609 nm, slightly less than the spacing of pristine MoS2.203
This decrease could arise from removal of impurities and trapped water after
exfoliation. Samples MS2 and MS3 displayed (002) peaks at 2θ = 14.36° and 2θ
= 14.39°, respectively. From these peaks, the d-spacings calculated for MS2 and
MS3 were ~0.616 nm and ~0.615 nm, respectively, indicative of better
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exfoliation. The FWHM values for the (002) peaks of MS1, MS2, and MS3 were
found to be 0.38°, 0.24°, and 0.20° respectively (± 0.01°). We assume the lower
FWHM values for MS2 and MS3 (in comparison to MS1) arise from either
distortions from the presence of MoS2 polymorphs or increased crystallite size.211
MS1 displays a broad peak (doublet) at 2θ ≈ 28°-29°, possibly from water214 or
from molybdenum oxides.204 Interestingly a peak at 2θ ≈ 36.2° (d-spacing =
0.248 nm) is also present which could be from the hydroxylated MoOxHy phase204
and/or the presence of molybdenum (IV) dioxide (MoO2).215, 216 Also visible in the
XRD pattern are the (100), (103), (105), and (110) peaks and various other 2HMoS2 reflections.42 The presence and intensity of these peaks are distinguishable
from those observed for the 3R-MoS2 structure212, which are observed in the
XRD patterns. Sample MS1 displays the (100), (103), (105), and (110) peaks of
the 2H-MoS2 structure of much higher intensity compared to samples MS2 and
MS3. Previously this has been characteristic of better rotational ordering214, but
structural variation would also affect signal intensities. Furthermore MS2 displays
the lowest peak intensities and corresponding FWHM values were assigned to
the 2H-MoS2 structure, which potentially could result from sample heterogeneity
due to the presence of the rhombohedral (3R-MoS2) polymorph structure. The
(103) peak of the 2H-MoS2 polymorph appears as a doublet of low intensity,
which could be assigned to the (104) and (105) peaks of the 3R-MoS2
polytype.212 The presence of these peaks could arise from stacking disorder from
inorganic fullerene (IF-MoS2) or nanotube (INT-MoS2) structures, but chemical
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intercalation of sodium ions would also distort the hexagonal structure of layered
MoS2 to form 3R-MoS2 polymorphs.92 Therefore the structural behavior observed
by XRD must be further correlated to electron microscopy.
Further observations to changes in structure were obtained using high
resolution-transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) micrographs and
selected area diffraction (SAED) patterns of MS1, MS2, and MS3 (Figure 25). A
caveat of TEM analysis is the consideration of knock-on damage from electron
irradiation of the samples. At specific operating voltages, knock-on damage can
occur, thus creating topological defects and structural distortions which has
recently garnered interest as a route for engineering new materials.217 Defects
generated by knock-on damage differed significantly between samples. HR-TEM
images of MS1 exhibit transparent regions and layered sheets containing
numerous layers, but interestingly the SAED pattern for MS1 indicates distortions
in the hexagonally structured crystallinity218, similar to the SAED pattern of G1
(Figure B9c, Supporting Information) and possibly resulting from amorphous
material at folded edge boundaries.219 For MS2, ripples are observed in the
aggregated sheets similar to those seen in monolayer samples219 and edges
appear to contain tube-like structures as suggested from XRD. The
corresponding SAED pattern displays bright intensity spots characteristic of
rotationally stacked aggregates demonstrating highly ordered hexagonal
crystalline domains, as seen in exfoliated few layer or monolayer MoS2.87, 203 The
HR-TEM images of MS3 display ordered crystalline layers similarly seen for G3
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h, Supporting Information), however the SAED pattern displays no
(Figure B9g-h,
hexagonal symmetry of the (001) diffraction spots but displays high intensity
(110) spots indicative significant stack
stacking
ing faults along the edges of the layered
sheets.218 The corresponding SAED patterns clearly display the differences in the
stacking
king order of flake aggregates.

Figure 25. HR-TEM
TEM micrographs of a
a-b) MS1 (c: SAED pattern), d-e) MS2 (f:
SAED pattern), and g-h)
h) MS3 (i: SAED pattern)

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the exfoliated MoS2
products (Figure 26)) display llarge-scale
scale variations in flake size and structure.
The images were obtained from solutions of dispersed exfoliated MoS2 products
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of similar concentrations drop cast onto carbon grids. Fragmented sheets
containing numerous layers are visible, all of which display lateral lengths (<l>) of
<l> ≤ 2µm. A majority (~85%) appeared to have lateral lengths corresponding to
<l> ≤ 1.5µm, indicative of the edge fragmentation process accounting for any
nanoscale sheets. Each sample contains nanometer length fragments on the
surfaces, although much smaller fragments are seen in sample MS2. Images of
samples MS2 and MS3 exhibited less amorphous and more highly defined
sheets as compared to those of sample MS1. The image of MS2 (Figure 26c)
contains a multilayered sheet with folded layers and highly defined sheet edges.
Overall, between samples, no major difference was observed for the number of
layers of each crystalline sheet, but edge characteristics do appear to differ
between the samples.
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d) MS2,
Figure 26. SEM images of exfoliated MoS2 products: a-b) MS1, c-d)
and e-f) MS3

A majority (~85%) appeared to have lateral lengths corresponding to <l> ≤
1.5µm, indicative of the edge fragmentation process accounting for any
nanoscale sheets. Each sample contains nanometer length fragments on the
surfaces, although much smaller fragm
fragments
ents are seen in sample MS2. Images of
samples MS2 and MS3 exhibited less amorphous and more highly defined
sheets as compared to those of sample MS1. The image of MS2 ((Figure
Figure 26c)
contains a multilayered sheet with folded layers and highly defined sheet edges.
e
Overall, between samples, no major difference was observed for the number of
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layers of each crystalline sheet, but edge characteristics do appear to differ
between the samples.
The dispersion characteristics of materials provide critical information
regarding favorable solvating conditions and particle/liquid interactions. Optical
absorbance (UV-Vis) measurements (Figure 27) of solutions were performed to
compare differences in dispersability. The molar absorptivity coefficient, αλ, was
calculated using Beer-Lambert’s law for diluted dispersions of samples G1, MS1,
and BN1 in isopropanol (Table S4, Supporting Information). However these
values should not be considered intrinsic to these materials, as variations in
dispersed flake size can greatly affect the αλ values,86 and therefore considered a
qualitative value. The αλ values were determined at specific wavelengths, λ = 660
nm for G1, λ = 672 nm for MS1, and λ = 300 nm for BN1 to compare with
previous reports.85 Also molar absorptivity coefficients at 660 nm, α660nm (ml /
(mg*m)), were calculated using Beer-Lambert’s law for diluted dispersions of
MS1 and BN1 in isopropanol. Since the precursor powder sizes are comparable
(BN < MoS2 < EG), as expected, we observed the inverse relationship regarding
the molar absorptivity coefficients (αG1 (434) < αMS1 (1116) < αBN1 (1162)).
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Figure 27. Optical absorbance for λ = 660 nm of a) Beer-Lambert
Lambert plots for
determining molar absorptivity coefficients in IPA and b) stability of
exfoliated MoS2 samples in CHCl3
A significant difference between the exfoliated MoS2 samples is noticeable
when dispersed in chloroform ((Figure 27b),
), as sample MS2 demonstrates
significantly poorer stability compar
compared
ed to MS1 and MS3. Considering results from
other characterization methods and the corresponding Hansen solubility
parameters (Table S5, Supporting Information), decreased dispersion in CHCl3 of
sample MS2, which appears chemically more pristine but also a
appears
ppears to have
some physisorbed ionized organic species, is not surprising. Another possible
result may be enhanced ionic characteristic due to possible intercalation of
sodium ions. Thus we believe the differences in polarity between the
intercalated/exfoliated
liated samples are even observable on the macroscale, resulting
from synergistic chemical differences on the exfoliated (2
(2-D)
D) nanoscale sheets
and bulk, intercalated samples.
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conductivity,
ivity, b) relative
Figure 28. Dielectric measurements of a) D.C. conduct
permittivity of the compacted exfoliated MoS2 powders
D.C. conductivities and relative permittivities ((Figure 28)) of the
macroscopic exfoliated MoS2 samples all displayed conductivities > 10-9
10 S/cm.
Their respective conductivities are comparable to the measured conductivity of
3.6*10-7 S/cm obtained from monolayer/few
monolayer/few-layer free standing MoS2 films.85
Sample MS3 exhibits the highest conductivity suggesting that the physisorbed
species increased the semiconducting behavior, possibly from residual TEMPO
generating a more highly
ly polarized powder
powder, which further may be highly oxidized.
MS2 comparatively appears to be insulating, with lower conductivity (~ one order
less) than both MS1 and MS3. Poor contact between layer edges from
wrinkling/folding as seen by SEM (similar to samp
sample G2), or carbon
oligomer/polymer films would contribute to decreases in conductivity.
This lower conductivity could result from decreased presence of oxidative
edge functionality reflected by the significantly larger dielectric constant of MoO3
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compared to the constant of MoS2.220 The relative static permittivity (dielectric
constant) of each sample was ~ 6 a.u. which falls within the range of room
temperature resistivity values for various MoS2 samples.221 The real part of the
dielectric permittivity contains a step in the range of 104-105 Hz for all samples.
Sample MS2 clearly has the smallest decrease in polarization whereas the
biggest decrease occurs for sample MS3. We attribute this process to a MaxwellWagner-Sillars (MWS) polarization effect that arises due to sample
heterogeneity, with a larger step usually indicating increased sample inhomogeneity.222 As revealed by TGA-MS, XPS, and ATR-FTIR the presence of
some amorphous polymeric residue in sample MS2 likely contributes to changes
in the properties of the bulk powders. The weakness of MWS process for this
sample probably comes from the fact that inclusions in this sample mostly consist
of amorphous carbon/oxygen and hydrocarbon species (as concluded from TGAMS, XPS, and ATR-FTIR data). This polymeric hydrocarbon and oxygen species
is for the most part insulating and polar, similar to MoS2 itself. As a result, there is
not significant electric contrast between inclusions and MoS2 sheets in sample
MS2 leading to weak MWS polarization. On the other hand, the MS3 sample was
exfoliated in the presence of TEMPO, which could have become trapped
between layers, or even physisorbed to sheet edges.
This could enhance the MWS process due to increased dielectric contrast
between the radical species and the exfoliated MoS2. Various other factors could
contribute to the MWS process due to the oxidation of isopropanol producing
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carbonyl moieties such as aldehydes, ketones, and carboxylic acids.202 Despite
enhancing dispersion in polar solvents, the presence of these physisorbed polar
moieties would inhibit conductivity.

Conclusions
Previous work has demonstrated the difficulties to obtain monolayer
nanosheets exhibiting excellent properties from larger sized 3-D layered
precursors. Using sonochemistry to perform redox-liquid exfoliation, we produced
large quantities of graphite, molybdenum disulfide, and boron nitride consisting of
2-D and 3-D layered sheets and investigated the self-assembly of these
materials. The characterization of the products also provided insight regarding
chemical compositions and structures resulting from using specific precursors
and reagents. For example, enhanced resistance to thermal oxidation of
macroscopic redox-exfoliated MoS2 was observed by simple in situ sonication
with sodium bisulfite. Furthermore from Raman Spectroscopy and TEM images,
the crystalline structure consisted of the 1T-MoS2 polymorph likely resulting from
intercalated sodium forming the NaxMoS2 compound. The simple production of
chemically tailored nano- and microscale materials in large quantities could be
exploited to generate novel materials of desired lengths and dimensions suitable
for mechanical reinforcement, high-temperature, electronic, and dielectric
applications.
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Experimental Methods
Liquid-Redox Exfoliation of Bulk Precursors
The precursor powders of graphite (Sigma-Aldrich, synthetic < 20µm), hBN (Sigma-Aldrich,< 1µm), and MoS2 (Sigma-Aldrich,< 2µm) were used as
received. The antioxidants 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (Sigma-Aldrich,
≥99%), sodium bisulfite (Acros Organics, Analytical Grade), and 2,2,6,6tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) and solvents 2-propanol
(Fisher Scientific, Certified ACS Reagent Grade Plus ≥99.5 %) and chloroform
(Fisher Scientific, Certified ACS Reagent Grade ≥99.8 %) were used without
further purification. Solutions were made by adding of each respective precursor
powder (10 mg) to glass vials containing fresh 2-propanol (10 ml). Antioxidant
solutions were prepared by adding of 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol (1 mg) or
of sodium bisulfite (10 mg), or of 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine 1-oxyl (10 mg),
followed by vigorous stirring for 5 minutes prior to sonication. Subsequently,
solutions were sonicated using a Fisher Scientific FS20H bath sonicator (~70W,
42 KHz) for 2 hours, while maintaining a constant water level and temperature ≤
30 °C. Due to larger quantities required for dielectric measurements and BET
analysis, solutions containing 200 mg of precursor powders were made at similar
concentrations as previously described. These solutions were sonicated using a
Fisher Scientific F110 bath sonicator (~100W, 42 KHz) for 2 hours while
maintaining a constant water level and temperature ≤ 30 °C. After sonication, the
solutions were then washed extensively with excess methanol. The solutions
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were then filtered using a 0.22 micron filter (PVDF), and the obtained products
dried for 14 hours under vacuum. The dried powders were then collected and
analyzed.
Characterization Methods
TGA was performed using a TA Instruments Q-50 TGA (±2.0 wt.%).
Samples were heated from 25ºC to 900ºC in the presence of compressed air
(Airgas) at a flow rate of 40 mL/min. TGA-MS measurements were performed
using a TA Instruments Discovery TGA-MS (± 0.1wt.%). Samples were dried with
ultrahigh purity (UHP) N2 (Airgas) for 15 minutes then subsequently heated from
25ºC to 900ºC in the presence of UHP N2 (Airgas) at a flow rate of 40 mL/min.
Ionization was performed using an electrospray source, and the masses of
evolved gases measured from 1-300 amu using a Faraday cup detector. ATRFTIR was carried out using a ThermoScientific Nicolet iS10 FT-IR Spectrometer
equipped with a Smart iTR accessory. The XPS data were collected using a
Physical Electronics model 5400 X-ray photoelectron spectrometer equipped with
non-monochromatic Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) and Al Kα (1486.7 eV) X-rays. The data
presented here were collected using the non-monochromatic Al Kα X-rays. The
samples were mounted on the sample puck by placing a small circle of doublesided tape (< 1 mm diameter) on the puck and then pressing the powder down
over the puck to cover the tape. A molybdenum mask with a 3 mm diameter hole
was then placed over the powder and secured with screws. The samples were
placed in the introduction chamber for approximately 15 minutes and then
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transferred to the analysis chamber. The analysis area was set to 1.1 mm
diameter spot size. During data collection, the analysis chamber pressure was
approximately 1.0 x 10-9 Torr. Survey spectra were collected at low resolution,
which corresponds to analyzer pass energy of 89.45 eV. They were collected in
increments 0.5 eV/step and an integration interval of 50 ms/step. The complete
spectrum consists of the average of 15 cycles. Multiplex spectra were collected
at high resolution corresponding to analyzer pass energy of 22.35 eV with
increments of 0.1 eV/step and an integration interval of 20 ms/step. Raman
analysis was performed on powder samples using a JY-Horiba T64000
spectrometer using a 514 nm laser excitation (incident power ~0.5 mW), and a
CCD detector. The instrument was calibrated using microcrystalline silicon (±
0.7cm-1). Wide-angle powder XRD analysis was performed on powder samples in
atmospheric conditions using a Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer equipped
with a Ge monochromator using Cu-Kα (λ=0.1542 nm) radiation and a PIXcel3D
detector (±0.01°). Graphite and MoS2 products were analyzed in the range of 2θ=
5°-70° (step size of 0.02°), and BN products analyzed in the range of 2θ = 15°80° (step size of 0.02°). HR-TEM images were obtained using a Zeiss Libra 200
MC TEM/STEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. SEM images
were obtained using a Zeiss Auriga FIB-SEM operating at an electron
accelerating voltage of 30 keV and ion accelerating voltage of 5 kV. For HR-TEM
and FIB-SEM analysis, samples were prepared by casting a drop from IPA
dispersions onto silicon wafers and subsequently allowing solvent to evaporate.
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Dielectric Spectroscopy was performed on a Novocontrol Alpha-A impedance
analyzer. Powder samples were pressed similarly until compaction, and the
dielectric properties (accuracy of ±5-10%) measured at room temperature with an
applied external voltage of 1V. Nitrogen adsorption analysis was performed on a
Micromeritics Tristar 3000 at 77 K. Prior to measurement the samples were
degassed at 200 °C under flowing nitrogen overnight. For BET analysis, the
specific surface area was calculated using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
equation utilizing the adsorption branch (±0.01 m2/g). The pore size distribution
plot was derived from the adsorption branch of the isotherms using the BarrettJoyner-Halenda (BJH) method. Optical measurements were performed in the
wavelength interval of 250-800 nm (±2 nm) with a Thermo Scientific Evolution
600 UV-Vis Spectrometer using Spectrosil Far UV Quartz 10 mm cuvettes
(Starna Cells Inc.).
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Appendix B
Macroscopic Properties of Restacked, Redox-Liquid Exfoliated Graphite
and Graphite Mimics Produced in Bulk Quantities
1.TGA
Table B1: Sample information and corresponding values obtained from
TGA analysis
∆
Tmax [Tmin1, Tmin2…]c)
Residued)
Sample
Antioxidanta)
b)
wt.%
(°C)
(wt. %)
Graphite
(precursor)
G1
G2
G3
MoS2
(precursor)
MS 1
MS 2
MS 3
BN (precursor)
BN1
BN2
BN3

-BHT
TEMPO
-SBS
TEMPO

--

691

1.1

-0.7
-1.8
-1.6

670
700
704

9.1
3.4
5.9

-10.6

789 [475, 382]

3.0

-9.5
-7.0
-9.6

752 [497, 390]
729 [496, 395]
718 [487, 392]

N/A

N/A

15.2
54.0
17.8
104.2
94.0
101.5
111.3

-BHT
TEMPO

a)

For all reactions, the concentrations of SBS and TEMPO in isopropanol were each 1.0 mg/ml,
b)
and the concentration of BHT in isopropanol was 0.1 mg/ml. Change in weight loss (∆ wt.%, ±
c)
2.0wt.%) is reported in the temperature range of 200-400°C. Temperature of maximum
degradation (Tmax) obtained from the TGA plots. MoS2 displayed two minor degradation steps
d)
denoted as Tmin1 and Tmin2. For the BN samples, no Tmax was observed. Residual wt.% after the
heating process.
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Figure 29. TGA plots (air) of a) precursor and exfoliated graphite products
and b) precursor and exfoliated h
h-BN products
Sample information and correspond
corresponding
ing results obtained from TGA
analysis are provided in Table B1.. TGA plots of precursor graphite and exfoliated
graphite products (Figure
Figure 29a) and of precursor boron nitride (h-BN)
BN) and
exfoliated h-BN
BN products ((Figure 29b) were obtained. The Tmax values for
fo G2
and G3 are significantly higher than those reported for natural graphites of
average particle sizes ranging from 2
2-40 µm153 and similar to the value found for
~1-2
2 µm synthetic graphite powder (Sigma).223 Contrastingly, h-BN
BN displays
significant resistance to thermal oxidation. BN resistance to oxidation has been
determined experimentally
ly224, and exposure of h-BN
BN to atomic oxygen at
extremely high temperature and pressure has shown to generate B2O3 forming
B-O
O bonds thus decreasing the presence of B
B-N bonds.54
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2. TGA-MS
Table B2: Tabulated results from TGA-MS analysis including weight loss
and ion current for m/z = 44
Sample

∆ wt.%a)

IC900°Cb)

ICNormalizedc)

Graphited)

2.3

4.73×10-7

N/A

G1

8.1

2.92×10-7

0.61

G2

5.3

3.59×10-7

0.76

G3

6.3

2.13×10-7

0.45

MoS2[d]

4.4

1.38×10-7

N/A

MS1

5.3

1.32×10-7

0.96

MS2

26.2

6.89×10-7

4.99

MS3

21.9

2.58×10-7

1.87

BN[d]

0.0

< 10-15

BN1

1.7

1.60×10-7

BN2

1.9

2.17×10-7

BN3

1.4

6.63×10-8

N/A

a)

Change in weight measured as the difference between initial and residual weights (error = ±
b)
c)
0.1wt.%). Ion current measured for m/z= 44. Ratio of the measured ion current for m/z=44 of
d)
the exfoliated samples to the precursor powders. Denotes precursor powder.
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Figure 30. TGA-MS
MS plots showing respective ion currents (m/z=44) of a)
precursor graphite, b) G1, b) G2, and c) G3

Figure 31. TGA-MS
MS plots showing respective ion currents (m/z=44) for a)
BN1, b) BN2, and c) BN3
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Data from TGA-MS measurements are shown in Table B2 and
corresponding weight losses were calculated to observe any changes from
residue or functionality introduced by sonication. The TGA-MS plots measured
for precursor and exfoliated graphites and h-BN samples are shown in Figure 30
and Figure 31 respectively. Precursor BN did not display any weight loss or any
major evolution of CO2 gas.
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3. XPS

Figure 32. XPS plots of precursor and exfoliated graphite samples
corresponding to a) C1s and b) O1s peaks
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Figure 33. XPS plots of exfoliated BN samples corresponding to a) B1s, b)
N1s, c) C1s, and d) O1s peaks
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Table B3: Summary of elemental concentrations (in atomic percent)a),
which were derived from multiplex spectra

a)

Sample

At.% C

At.% O

At.% B

At.% N

G1

96.1

3.9

G2

92.0

8.0

G3

94.3

5.7

MS1

44.2

10.2

MS2

50.9

9.9

MS3

49.6

9.7

BN1

13.5

4.4

41.8

40.4

BN2

12.7

3.5

43.2

40.7

BN3

17.3

6.0

39.1

37.7

At.% Mo

At.% S

N/A

N/A

17.6

27.9

15.0

24.2

16.5

24.2
N/A

Atomic percentages of sample surface obtained from multiplex measurements.

For deconvolution of the C 1s peak, samples were fit using parameters
established with freshly cleaved HOGP (SPI – Grade 2). Values are reported
after calibration of the C-C (sp2) peak to 284.4 eV. If a satisfactory fit could not be
obtained using the C=C/C-C (aromatic/graphite) peak at 284.4 eV and the π 
π* shake-up at 290.6 eV then another sub-peak was introduced. A similar fitting
procedure has been established previously.225
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4. ATR-FTIR

FTIR spectra of precursor and restacked a) graphites, b)
Figure 34. ATR-FTIR
MoS2 samples, and c) BN samples
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5. Raman Spectroscopy

ctra of precursor and restacked a) graphite, b) MoS2
Figure 35. Raman spectra
and c) h-BN samples

6. Powder XRD

BN samples
Figure 36. XRD patterns of a) graphite, b) MoS2 and c) h-BN
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7. HR-TEM

TEM micrographs of a
a-b) G1 (c: SAED pattern), d-e)
e) G2 (f:
Figure 37. HR-TEM
SAED pattern), and g-h)
h) G3 (i: SAED pattern)
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TEM micrographs of a
a-b) BN1 (c: SAED pattern), d--e) BN2 (f:
Figure 38. HR-TEM
SAED pattern), and g-h)
h) BN3 (i: SAED pattern)
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8. SEM

Figure 39. SEM images of samples a-b) G1, c-d) G2, and e-f) G3
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a-b) BN1, c-d) BN2, and e-f)
f) BN3
Figure 40. SEM images of samples a
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9. Optical (UV-Vis) Absorbance
Table B4: Calculated and reported molar absorptivity coefficients of
sonication-assisted exfoliated 2-D layered powders
Sample

αλa)

αlitb)

G1

434

246077, 362078

MS1

1123

340085, 151787

BN1

1970

246785

a)

Values are reported in units of mL/(mg*m), and calculated at the corresponding wavelengths.
Values were reported in units of mL/(mg*m).

b)

Table B5: Hansen solubility parameters of materials and solvents used in
this work
Materiala)

δD (MPa1/2)

δP(MPa1/2)

δH(MPa1/2)

Graphiteb)

15-21

3-17

2-18

MoS2c)

17-19

6-12

4.5-8.5

17-19

4-10

4-10

IPAb)

15.8

6.1

16.4

CHCl3b)

17.8

3.1

5.7

c)

BN

Solvent

a)

The Hansen parameters are reported as ranges.
Values were obtained from Ref. 42.

b)

Values were obtained from Ref. 41.

c)

The solubility characteristics of two dimensional solutes were theoretically
studied185 and found to be consistent with both Hildebrand and Hansen solubility
parameters, when accounting for solute dimensionality. The Hansen solubility
parameters of the layered powders and the chosen solvents are listed in Table
B5.
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10. Dielectric Spectroscopy

Figure B13:
13: D.C. conductivities of exfoliated graphite samples

14: Dielectric spectroscopy results for a) D.C. conductivity and b)
Figure B14:
relative permittivity of BN1 (black), BN2 (red), and BN3 (blue)
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11. BET (N2 Adsorption)
Table B6: BET Analysis from N2 adsorption
Samplea)

Surface Area
(m2/g)

Pore Volume
(cm3/g)

Average Pore
Size (nm)

Graphite
(precursor)

17.98

0.0506

11.49

G1

9.89

0.0374

15.24

G2

11.81

0.0437

12.84

MoS2 (precursor)

10.36

0.0475

18.10

MS1

13.30

0.0501

14.53

MS2

11.29

0.0459

15.22

BN (precursor)

23.85

0.1180

18.67

BN1

24.43

0.1152

18.25

BN2

25.22

0.1411

17.95

a)

Samples were synthesized in larger quantities, as described in the experimental section.

Results obtained from BET analysis were obtained with an error of ≈ ±0.01 m2/g.
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CHAPTER III
TAILORED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND STABILITY IN
AQUEOUS DISPERSIONS OF FRAGMENTED MOS2 PARTICLES
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Abstract
Chemically fragmented molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) particles were
produced in large quantities using a facile liquid and redox-liquid exfoliation
process. Aqueous suspensions from restacked, liquid and redox-liquid exfoliated
particles were prepared, and the sedimentation of agglomerates observed to
determine dispersed particle properties. During the sedimentation process, both
of the aqueous dispersions of exfoliated MoS2 particles displayed unique particle
sizes, steric stability, and photoluminescence. The fragmented MoS2 particles
produced using redox-liquid exfoliation displayed sensitivity to pH due to
favorable hydrogen bonding interactions. Both the liquid and redox-liquid
fragmented particles were added separately at similar concentrations to aqueous
poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) solutions to form highly stable suspensions with
increased photoluminescence, even during sedimentation.

Introduction
Since the discovery and isolation of monolayer graphene using a simple
exfoliation method,11, 12 research regarding two-dimensional layered materials
has become a large focal point of materials science, chemistry, and physics. The
production of graphene through chemical means has been detailed,226
highlighting significance of chemically exfoliated graphenes in colloidal
applications. The explosion of research interest in graphene has expanded to
include inorganic graphene analogues,13, 14, 16, 17, 35 which display different
material properties. The exfoliation of layered transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs), specifically MoS2 and WS2, are of particular interest given their unique
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characteristics.35, 57, 96 The applications of these materials are numerous as they
display desirable characteristics for optoelectronics37, lubricants38,
photocatalysis97,and mechanical reinforcement.39
Bulk MoS2 has an indirect band gap of ~1.2 eV while its monolayer form
has a direct band gap of ~1.9 eV.34, 36, 37 The change of the bandgap was
understood by the semiconducting and catalytic behavior of nanoscale MoS2 due
to quantum confinement of 3-D crystallites,195, 227 and the intrinsic 2-D
confinement effects of monolayer MoS2 respectively.203, 207, 228, 229 These
developments highlighted the significance of exfoliated 2-D MoS2 and the
capability to tailor photoluminescence of the exfoliated monolayer and fewlayered MoS2 sheets. A novel exfoliation method to obtain graphene was
reported by simply sonicating graphite dispersions in solvent.77 The ability to
exfoliate graphite using the liquid exfoliation method was explored extensively78,
80, 81, 135

and shown to be a viable method to chemically modify graphene.89 This

method was further used to obtain monolayer 2H-MoS2,85 and the interactions
between solvent and 2H-MoS2 determined based on solubility parameters.86
As the associated chemistry of MoS2 has increased the viability of 2-D
sheets for device applications, the capability to generate favorable structures and
fabrication methods is still required.56 As isolated graphene obtained from liquidexfoliated graphite displayed no significant edge oxidation,77 inclusion of
antioxidant during the liquid-exfoliation of few-layered graphene allowed for the
isolation of MWNTs.154 However centrifugation and pretreatment of the sheets
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was necessary prior to generating the MWNTs. Similarly, to increase yield and
simplify the process, we previously fragmented MoS2 powder in bulk using redoxliquid exfoliation (Srivastava, V.K., et al. Advanced Functional Materials, 2014
(Accepted)). This method generated large quantities of fragmented MoS2 with
intercalated species which affected the macroscopic properties. In this work,
aqueous and organic dispersions from restacked sheets of liquid and redox-liquid
exfoliated MoS2 were prepared to observe the colloidal properties and
interactions. As sedimentation has been shown to occur due to re-aggregation of
particles,230 observations of this process on the changes in photo-optical and
structural properties of aqueous dispersions was performed. Also since exfoliated
MoS2 has been used for inkjet deposition,61, 231 we investigated the changes on
solution properties upon the addition of poly(ethylene) glycol to the dispersions.

Experimental Section
Materials
Precursor MoS2 (Sigma-Aldrich, < 2µm) powder and sodium bisulfite
(Acros Organics, Analytical Grade) were used as received. Water (Submicron
Filtered, HPLC Grade), 2-propanol (Certified ACS), hexane (HPLC grade) and
dimethyl sulfoxide (Certified ACS Reagent Grade) were purchased from Fisher
Scientific and used as received. Polyethylene glycol (PEG, average Mn = 4000)
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. Nitric acid (Stock
#35624, 1.0N Standard Solution) and ammonium hydroxide (Stock #35614, 1.0N
Standard Solution) were purchased from Alfa Aesar and used as received. For
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acidic and basic aqueous solutions, pH was measured using a VWR Symphony
Ag/AgCl pH meter. The pH meter was calibrated from 3 points using Micro
Essentials Standards. Dispersions were measured using Spectrosil Far UV
Quartz 10 mm cuvettes (Starna Cells Inc.).
Preparation of Solvent and PEG Dispersions
Aqueous and organic dispersions of restacked MS1 and MS2 were made
at concentrations of 0.1 mg/ml. These dispersions were generated using brief
sonication (15 seconds) until agglomerated particles were no longer visible. The
aqueous and organic dispersions were subsequently analyzed. PEG was added
(concentration of 20 wt.% PEG/H2O) to water (reference) and aqueous
dispersions of MS1 and MS2 (0.1 mg/ml) and stirred until completely dissolved to
form polymer/particle dispersions. The PEG reference solution and sample
dispersions were sonicated (15 seconds) prior to measurements.
Characterization Methods of MoS2 Dispersions
Optical absorbance (UV-Vis) was measured in the wavelength interval of
250-800 nm using a Thermo Scientific Evolution 600 UV-Vis Spectrometer.
Dynamic laser-light scattering (DLLS) of aqueous dispersions to obtain particle
size and zeta potential was determined using a NanoBrook ZetaPALS. Field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) was performed using a Zeiss
Auriga SEM at an operating voltage of 20 kV. Samples were prepared by casting
a droplet onto a silicon wafer from aqueous dispersions after 6 hours of
sedimentation without disturbing sedimented particles. Optical/laser-scanning
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confocal (LSC) microscopy was performed using a Leica SP2 Microscope. The
samples were prepared by casting a drop of the aqueous dispersions onto glass
slides without disturbing the sedimented material. Images were obtained in
transmission mode, and at excitation wavelengths of 543 (HeNe, ~0.5 mW) and
633 (HeNe, ~1 mW) nm using a HCX PL APO 63x1.20 objective. The
photoluminescence (PL) spectra of aqueous solutions were measured using a
PerkinElmer LS 55 Luminescence Spectrometer at an excitation wavelength of
532 nm. Sample photoluminescence was measured in the absorbance
wavelength range of 540-900 nm at 1 hour intervals using a pulsed Xe lamp and
automatic lamp shut off to minimize quenching.

Results and Discussion
Bulk Redox-Liquid Exfoliation of MoS2 Powder
Liquid-exfoliation of MoS2 has been performed on a large-scale using
solvent,88 mixed-solvent,15 and aqueous/surfactant61, 87 exfoliation conditions
were used to produce high-concentrations of dispersed, exfoliated MoS2 sheets.
Despite the simplicity of these methods to obtain high-yields of exfoliated MoS2
sheets, the non-volatile solvents and surfactants used can physisorb to the
sheets and prove difficult to remove. Furthermore, the residual solvent or
surfactant can greatly affect the properties of the exfoliated MoS2 sheets, thus
requiring centrifugation or other methods for isolation of desired sheets.
Previously, using antioxidant, a redox-liquid exfoliation method of MoS2 powder
suggested the formation of an intercalated compound (Figure 41).
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redox-liquid
liquid exfoliation process to produce
Figure 41. Illustration of the redox
sodium intercalated/exfoliated MoS2 compounds
The influence of intercalated species on bulk characteristics would alter the
dispersion characteristics of the fragmented MoS2 layers. One major influence on
dispersion stability is the sedimentation process due to re-aggregation
aggregation attributed
to insoluble phases and sample impurities of inorganic Mo6S4.5I4.5 nanotubes.230
A model for sedimentation was explained by an exponential decay, which was
also applied to exfoliated graphite.82 However this model was determined to
apply for sedimentation over an extended period of time, greater than 100 hours.
Therefore, we investigated the stability of the dispersions over a short time frame
(6 hours) to observe the sedimen
sedimentation
tation process on dispersion stability, particle
size, sensitivity to pH changes, and photoluminescence of the dispersions.
Optical Absorbance of Aqueous and Organic D
Dispersions
As the structure of aqueous dispersions of monolayer MoS2 were distorted
from the bulk 2-D
D hexagonal to 2
2-D rectangular unit cell,232 dispersion behavior of
the sheets would also be affected by this change. To observe the effects of the
liquid-exfoliation conditions
ions on the dispersions, samples were made at a single
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concentration (0.1 mg/ml). Using UV
UV-Vis
Vis spectroscopy, aqueous and organic
dispersions of the recovered samples MS1 and MS2 powders were measured
over a period of time of 6 hours. The solvents were chos
chosen
en based on their largely
differing solvent characteristics. The fixed wavelength of 670 nm corresponds to
the first visible peak of fractionated exfoliated MoS2 nanosheet dispersions,86 due
to the A excitonic peak which changed in intensity during sedimentation.233 The
recorded absorbance of aqueous and organic dispersions at this wavelength,
which at same concentrations
ncentrations should minimize any variations due to Mie
scattering,85 are shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42. Optical absorbance at λ=670
=670 nm of MS1 (black) and MS2 (red) in
various solvents
Sample MS1 displayed poor dispersability in water, similar to the water solubility
of Mo6S4.5I4.5 nanowires.230 Interestingly, dispersions in 2-propanol
propanol (IPA) and
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dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) displayed high, but similar absorbance and stability
during sedimentation which was unexpected as DMSO was shown to be a much
better dispersing media.85 However in agreement with our results, IPA was later
determined to better disperse MoS2. 86 Sample MS2 was much more readily
dispersed in water, displaying similar absorbance and stability as the IPA
dispersion (until ~ 4 hours). Sample MS1 showed better dispersion
characteristics in IPA (polar protic solvent) than MS2, however the opposite was
true for the DMSO (polar aprotic) dispersions. Not surprisingly both the restacked
samples were poorly dispersed in hexane (nonpolar), a poor solvent for
dispersing transition metal dichalcogenides.
To further understand the interactions between solvent and particles, the
Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) can be used for dispersions. The reported
range of HSP values was determined for liquid-exfoliated 2H-MoS2 sheets.85
Further investigation of the flake/solvent interaction between MoS2 and various
solvents yielded more definitive values for MoS2,86 which are displayed in Table
2.
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Table 2. Hansen Solubility Parameters
Material/Solvent[a]

δD (MPa1/2)

δP (MPa1/2)

δH (MPa1/2)

MoS2

17.8

9.0

7.5

Water

15.5

16

42.3

DMSO

18.4

16.4

10.2

2-Propanol

15.8

6.1

16.4

Hexane

14.9

0

0

[a] The HSP for solvents were obtained from Hansen Solubility Parameters: A User’s Handbook
nd
(2 Edition).

Based on the HSP values and our results, the increased dispersion in aqueous
media for sample MS2 can be understood by comparing the HSP values for
water and DMSO. Both MS1 and MS2 displayed excellent and nearly similar
dispersability in DMSO and compared to water has nearly identical values for δD
(dispersion) and δP (polarity) parameters. Therefore the difference in dispersion
characteristics is attributed to the δH parameters for water (42.3 MPa1/2) and
DMSO (10.2 MPa1/2). Considering the δH parameter for water is ~4 times greater
than the value for DMSO, sample MS2 is greatly influenced by hydrogen bonding
interactions. Therefore the influence of pH on particle sizes and steric stability
should be greater on the aqueously dispersed MS2 sample, which was
investigated during sedimentation.
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Particle Sizes and Steric Stability of A
Aqueous Dispersions
Using dynamic laser light scattering, the particle sizes of the dispersed
particles during the re-aggregation
aggregation process were obtained. Previous work has
highlighted the limitations of this method for measuring particle size distributions
for dispersions of exfoliated MoS2 sheets.234 Therefore we reported the particle
size of the dispersed intercalated/exfoliated sheets corresponding to the peak of
highest intensity. The average particle size dia
diameter
meter during the sedimentation of
the particles up to 6 hours is shown in Figure 43.

Figure 43. Average particle size of liquid and redox
redox-liquid
liquid exfoliated MoS2
nanosheets
Initially the average particle sizes of both dispersed samples were
relatively the same. For both samples, as the particles begin to sediment, the
average particle size appeared to increase possibly from formation of
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aggregates. Interestingly, after about 5 hours, both samples show a decrease in
dispersed particle size, and a larger decrease was observed for sample MS2.
Considering the MS2 solution stability determined by optical absorbance, the
decrease in average particle size after 5 hours likely results from sedimentation
of larger flakes which did not occur for the MS1 solution. To further probe the
aqueous stability of both colloids, zeta potential ((ζ)) and average particle size
were both measured at various pH values to determine any influence based on
surface charge.

Figure 44. Relation of pH changes of sample MS1 during sedimentation to
a) zeta potential and b) particle sizes
As MoS2 has been studied for use as a hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
catalyst97, investigation of dispersion stability due to pH change can give insight
insig
to the photocatalytic behavior of MoS2.235 The aqueous dispersion of sample
MS1 was analyzed to determine the observed zeta potential (Figure 44a)
44 is
shown to decrease with increasing pH, as seen in monolayered MoS2. 42 At a pH
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of ≈ 2.3, the zeta potential was measured to be ~ 4.72 mV, indicating high
instability at low pH values contrary to surfactant stabilized exfoliated MoS2 which
displayed zeta potentials ≥ (-)20 mV at low pH 87. However from pH ≥ 5, the
observed zeta potentials began decreasing to < ((-)20-40 mV which have
ave been
attributed to moderate stability of the exfoliated MoS2.61, 87 However for these
experiments, surfactants were used to help stabilize the solutions, therefore
leading to these low zeta potential values. The point of zero charge (PZC, ζ = 0
mV) was observed to be near pH = ~2.4, likely due to negative su
surface
rface charge
retained on the exfoliated MoS2 sheets which can occur during restacking and
flocculation.59 In Figure 44
44b, changes in pH appeared to have little effect
effec on the
average particle size, although lower pH did appear to increase dispersed
particle size, suggesting the formation of larger aggregates during sedimentation.

Figure 45. Relation of pH changes of sample MS2 during sedimentation to
a) zeta potential and b) particle size
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The measured zeta potentials of an aqueous dispersion of sample MS2 (Figure
45a) indicated the dispersion was highly unstable at low pH, considering when
pH ≈ 2.4 the observed zeta potential was ~6.4 mV even after 6 hours of
sedimentation. The PZC for this material, similar to exfoliated WS2 layers236,
occurs at a slightly higher pH (~3.4) compared to sample MS1, indicating less
negative charge which could be from residual “trapped” sodium ions. Also the
most stabilized point (lowest zeta potential) for the aqueous dispersion of MS2
was observed at a pH ≈ 10. This result strongly indicated an increased
susceptibility to pH compared to sample MS1, suggesting that decreased
presence of protonic species forms more highly stable solutions. The increased
stability could result from the formation of the 1T phase of MoS2, which can form
highly concentrated dispersions when sonicated in water 203. Also the change
from the 2H to 1T phase of MoS2 was attributed to any positive charge from the
intercalated water bilayer in the sample,56 and thus considering the increased
stability of MS2 in basic conditions, the results suggest the presence of
intercalated/physisorbed cationic species. The particle sizes at various pH values
(Figure 45b) changed significantly, as measured particle sizes of > 2 µm were
observed outside of the range of pH = ~5.9-7.2. These values should not be
possible given the precursor particle size, but could be a result of aggregated
particles or simply even error in measurements as previously reported.233, 234 Also
as the particle sizes were determined based on spherical geometry, error would
be expected,234 and furthermore SEM images demonstrated the presence of
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numerous layered, curved sheets (Srivastava, V.K., et al. Advanced Functional
Materials, 2014 (In Review)
Review))) which did not appear to conform to this shape.
FE-SEM
SEM and Optical/LSC Microscopy
Regarding the structural characteristics of the dispersed samples
remaining after 6 hours of sedimentation, microscopic techniques were used to
observe structures
es of the still dispersed particles. Using FE
FE-SEM,
SEM, the lateral
dimensionality of the particles was observed and the obtained images (Figure
46) showed different structures of dispersed particles in both samples.

Figure 46. FE-SEM images of dispersed particles (after 6 hours
sedimentation) from aqueous dispersions of a
a-c) MS1 and d-f)
f) MS2

The images of sample MS1 (Figure 4.5.a-c) indicate the dispersed particles form
aggregates consisting mainly of fragmented 3
3-D MoS2 sheets with numerous
layers. Lateral lengths appear to be primarily < 1µm, however some nanoscale
sheets can be seen. Images of sample MS2 (Figure 46d-f) similarly show 3-D
3
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sheets with numerous layers with lateral lengths < 1µm, however in Figure 46d
sheets appear to scroll to form tubes at the edges. Also a tube-like structure can
be seen in Figure 46e, consisting of numerous “walls” similar to a MWNT
structure.
To further determine particle size and structure, optical/laser excited
images from the aqueous dispersions was performed using optical/laserscanning confocal microscopy. By imaging a droplet of “still-dispersed” particles,
these images were obtained using a pseudo-in situ technique. Images were
taken from optical transmission and confocal laser excitation wavelengths of
~2.28 and ~1.96 eV. From images taken of both samples (Figure 47), the
remaining dispersed materials appeared quite different between MS1 and MS2.
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dispersions,
ions, after 6 hours
Figure 47. Images of particles from aqueous dispers
sedimentation, obtained from optical transmittance (black/white) and LSCM
excitation at ~2.28 eV (543 nm) (red) and ~1.96 eV (633 nm) (blue) of a-c)
a
MS1 and d-f) MS2

The images of sample MS1 illustrated the presence of agglomerates in aqueous
conditions, forming an aggregate larger than the particle size of the precursor
powder (< 2 µm).
m). When excited at ~2.28 eV ((Figure 47b) and ~1.96 eV (Figure
47c),, only a single spot displayed photo
photo-emission
emission indicating the aggregated
sheets contain numerous
umerous layers similar bulk MoS2. Contrastingly, the aggregated
particles of sample MS2 exhibited spherical and tube
tube-like structures (Figure
47d).. This aggregate of microstructures displayed excellent photo
photo-emission
emission at
~2.28 eV (Figure 4.7e) and ~1.96 eV (Figure 47f),, possibly due to greater
interlayer separation in the spherical/tube and intercalated structures compared
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to the layered structures which would increase the band gap energy.237 The
redox-fragmentation
fragmentation of the bulk MoS2 generated these structures which could be
readily isolated by exploiting the water/particle interaction.
Photoluminescence (PL) of aqueous dispersions
The structures of the dispersed particles observed from microscopy images
would affect the PL spectra of the dispersed MoS2 sheets. For crystalline 2H2H
MoS2, a decrease in layers has been shown to increase the band gap to ~1.9 eV
for monolayers.34 The aqueous dispersions were measured during the
sedimentation process to determine dispersed particle PL intensit
intensities
ies (Figure
(
48).
The PL emission peaks were observed in the visible light region of ~1.70-2.05
~1.70
eV, which correspond to the red shift of the luminescence peaks due to the
excitation wavelength of 532 nm.60, 238

Figure 48. Normalized PL spectra during sedimentation from aqueous
dispersions of a) MS1 and b) MS2
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During sedimentation, PL of sample MS1 (Figure 48a) appeared to decrease but
a maximum PL intensity was observed after 6 hours. As 1.5-3 nm (mediumsized) MoS2 quantum dots are considered to emit visible light in this region,238
primarily nanoscale sheets appeared to be stabilized after 6 hours. The aqueous
dispersion of MS2 (Figure 48b) displayed lower PL intensities from ~1.70-2.05
eV with an overall broader peak from ~1.70-1.90 eV compared to MS1,
suggesting larger sized sheets are dispersed. However PL peaks observed at ≤
~1.94 eV for MS2 were not as broad as the corresponding peaks measured for
MS1, indicating less nanoscale sheets but lower sample PDI. Also for sample
MS2, a significant change in PL intensity for this emission range was observed
between 3 to 6 hours of sedimentation. This observation is in agreement with our
optical absorbance and particle size measurements of sample MS2, as
absorbance and particle size began to decrease significantly after 3 hours.
Photoluminescence and Flow Behavior of MoS2 Particle Dispersions in
PEG/H2O Solutions
Polymer dispersions of the fragmented MoS2 products and PEG in water were
made due to the excellent stabilization of semiconductor nanocrystals with PEG
derivative polymers.239 The optical absorbance of MS1/PEG and MS2/PEG
solutions (Appendix C, Figure 54) showed the addition of PEG increased
stability of the dispersed particles and decreased the rate of sedimentation even
after 6 hours. Adsorption of polymers (chosen due to similar Hildebrand solubility
parameters to MoS2 powder) was successful for dispersing the layered MoS2
powder in poor exfoliating solvents.240 The Hildebrand solubility parameters for
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PEG varies, as the molecular weight of the polymer can influence the
solubility,241 but the previously determined value of 18.9 MPa1/2 for PEG (Mw=
4000)242 was validated. This value is close to the Hildebrand solubility parameter
range of 20-30 MPa1/2 found previously for MoS2 sheets.85 Given the increased
stabilization of the dispersed particles, during sedimentation the PL intensities of
both MS1/PEG
/PEG and MS2/PEG were collected (Figure 49) to determine the
properties of the PEG dispersed particles.

Figure 49. Normalized PL spectra during sedimentation in aqueous
dispersions of a) MS1-PEG
PEG and b) MS2
MS2-PEG

The observed spectra demonstrated minimal effect on PL intensity from PEG,
and only vary slightly from the results observed ffrom the aqueous.. Interestingly
comparing the MS1/PEG and MS2/PEG solutions, sedimentation of particles
resulted in higher PL intensity of MS1/PE
MS1/PEG
G which differed from the observed PL
of the aqueous particle dispersions. By determining the PL intensities at various
photon energies during sedimentation (Appendix B, Figure 53),, a clear
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difference between the aqueous particle dispersions and the aqueous
particle/PEG dispersions emphasized the significance of dispersing media on
particle properties.

Conclusions
A facile process to produce chemically fragmented MoS2 particles in large
quantities was performed to explore the colloidal properties in aqueous
suspensions. The precursor MoS2 powder was fragmented using a liquid and
redox-liquid exfoliation method to generate two different fragmented products
with significantly different behavior in aqueous conditions. The optical
absorbance and steric stability of both fragmented samples demonstrated unique
differences in solvent/particle interactions, dispersed particle sizes, and
sensitivity of dispersion stability to pH. Images of dispersed particles after
sedimentation showed structural differences, with redox-liquid exfoliation
producing tubular structures and particles exhibiting better photo-emission. The
addition of these fragmented particles to PEG/H2O solutions decreased inherent
viscosity, suggesting the ability to tailor particle characteristics for enhanced
particle/polymer interaction. Therefore by simple chemical fragmentation of MoS2
particles, the behavior of the particles can be modified to generate unique
properties for applications requiring semiconductors, lubricants, catalysts, and
high-strength materials.
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Appendix C
Preparation of Bulk Fragmented MoS2 Particles. The fragmented samples
were prepared using a previously reported method (Srivastava, V.K., et al.
Advanced Functional Materials, 2014 (Accepted)). Precursor MoS2 powder (200
mg) was sonicated in a concentrated solution (1.0 mg/ml) of sodium bisulfite/2propanol. A control sample of MoS2 powder dispersed in only 2-propanol was
made for comparison. Both solutions were stirred briefly in glass amber jars, and
then sonicated using a Fisher Scientific FS20H bath sonicator (~70W, 42 KHz)
for 2 hours, while maintaining a constant water level at a temperature ≤ 30 °C.
The liquid exfoliated sample (MS1), and the redox-liquid exfoliated sample (MS2)
were washed with excess methanol and filtered using a Hydrophilic PVDF
Millicup Filter Unit with a pore size of 0.45 µm (0.47 mm, Millipore). Samples
were dried and stored under vacuum and homogenized by physical mixing.
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1. Photographs of Dispersions

Figure 50. Photographs of aqueous dispersions of MS1 (left) and MS2
(right) during a) initial dispersion and b) after 6 hours sedimentation
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2. Optical/Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy

Figure 51. Images of particles from aqueous dispersions, after 6 hours
sedimentation, obtained from optical transmittance (black/white) and LSCM
excitation at ~2.28 eV (543 nm) (red) and ~1.96 eV (633 nm) (blue) of a-c)
a
MS1 and d-f) MS2
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3. Photoluminescence of Dispersions

Figure 52. Normalized PL spectra from DMSO dispersions of a) MS1 and b)
MS2

Figure 53. PL intensities at specific photon energies during the
sedimentation process from aqueous dispersions of a) MS1 (black) and
MS2 (red) and b) MS1/PEG (black) and MS2/PEG (red)
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4. Optical Absorbance (UV
(UV-Vis) of Fragmented MoS2/PEG solutions

Figure 54. Optical absorbance plots of a) PEG solution (dashed line) and
PEG-MS1
MS1 (black) and PEG
PEG-MS2
MS2 (red) dispersions (initial: solid line, after 6
hours: dotted lines), b) intensities at λ = 670 nm during the sedimentation
process
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Final Conclusion
Currently, research involving graphite and IGAs is expanding at a rapid
pace. Techniques to isolate 2-D forms of these layered materials are still being
developed including the liquid exfoliation method. However one major drawback
of exfoliation methods is low yields of desirable materials. Incorporation of the 2D and 3-D forms of these layered materials with various polymer matrices
requires significant quantities, and has increased demand for new chemical
routes for exfoliation and modification of the solid materials to enhance
dispersion characteristics. Hence, we explored the use of liquid exfoliation of
graphite, multilayered graphene, boron nitride, and molybdenum disulfide
powders to obtain nearly quantitative yields of fragmented materials. Thorough
analysis of chemical compositions, generated structures, and macroscopic
properties of the obtained chemically fragmented powders demonstrated unique
characteristics resulting from sonochemical processing. Solid-state and solution
properties of the restacked powders should be further reflected in polymer
composites. We are interested in developing tailored particles to increase
dispersion in various polymer matrices, thereby providing a toolbox of particles
for improving polymer properties.
The extensive experimental and applied work in this dissertation
demonstrated a high-yielding chemical fragmentation process of bulk precursor
powders. The use of low-boiling point solvents like CHCl3 and IPA allows for easy
removal of solvent after sonochemical fragmentation. From XPS data presented
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in Chapter 1, the effects of sonochemical exfoliation appeared to generate
chlorine functionalized graphite/multilayered graphene, and TEM images
confirmed a variety of nested carbon nanostructures. As expected, the
fragmentation process decreased the electrical conductivity of the powders due
to induced oxygenation and poor contact between interlayer junctions. These
processes are known to quench propagation of electrons through the sheets and
between various sheets. Solution blending of dispersions was used to produce
composites in a simple fashion. Also the thermal properties of rigid,
polar/nonpolar polymer composites, containing various loadings of filler,
suggested increased interaction with polar PMMA and significantly decreased
interactions for nonpolar polymers like PS and PCHD.
Furthermore we extended the sonochemical fragmentation method to
IGAs of h-BN and MoS2 and systematically investigated the influence of chemical
additives, specifically different antioxidants, using IPA as a dispersing medium.
The introduction of antioxidant had limited effects on fragmented h-BN, however
the properties of the fragmented graphite and MoS2 samples changed. Redoxliquid fragmented graphite displayed better conductivity compared to the liquid
fragmented sample, confirming that oxidation of sheet edges can be inhibited to
preserve the sp2 character of the sheets. Significant changes were observed for
fragmented MoS2 produced in the presence of sodium bisulfite. Results from
various characterization methods, including XPS, ATR-FTIR, XRD, UV-Vis and
TGA, suggested distinct preservation of MoS2 composition and possible
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intercalation of the material. The increase in thermal resistance (observed from
TGA results) likely arose from removal of oxidized species thus preserving the
inherent properties of MoS2. Dielectric spectroscopy demonstrated unique
behavior for sodium bisulfite fragmented MoS2, which appeared to physisorb
organic moieties. Aqueous dispersions of the fragmented MoS2 particles
displayed unique photoluminescence and lubricity in PEG solutions. The
sonochemical fragmentation process appeared to significantly alter
sedimentation which was reflected in the spectroscopic measurements. However
further work to develop high-yielding filler chemistries to enhance composite
properties in various polymers would be invaluable.

Future Work
As various particles and chemistries were explored using sonication to
produce large quantities of fragmented filler materials, the subsequent detailed
characterizations and analysis of properties gave insight into effective large-scale
production. Given the novelty of the chemistry associated with these materials,
almost infinite avenues of potential future research areas can be explored for
developing polymer composites.
The major factor governing property enhancement in polymer composites
is the interaction between the filler and polymer matrix. In order to utilize various
functionalization chemistries, including both non-covalent and covalent, the
general limitation in feasible methods results from large scale production for
industrial applications. Generating particles of various sizes and shapes can
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allow for tailored properties, whether from poor or excellent interfacial adhesions
between fillers and polymers/solvent systems.
Considering all the necessary factors to produce large quantities of
desirable materials for polymer composites, several potential routes can be
undertaken for future work:
1. We observed significant changes in surface chemistries due to chemical
reagents and solvents. The use of monomers as dispersing media could produce
surface functionalized/intercalated moieties in the restacked samples. By
choosing the exact (or chemically similar) monomer of the chosen host polymer,
likely enhanced interaction would be observed. Chemical additives could be used
to further enhance reactivity.
2. Simple sonication of the host polymer could generate functionalization due to
degradation of the polymer. The dispersion characteristics could be compared to
those using the host monomer, thereby providing critical information regarding
the solubility parameters and solution blending conditions.
3. In Chapter 3, we noticed the effects of sonication conditions on
photoluminescence and lubricity in PEG solutions. The differences in properties
suggest the ability to tailor structures despite the variability from sonication itself.
Optimization of conditions to produce tailored structures would be significant for a
variety of applications.
4. As we have demonstrated, sonication created further defects in the materials
and diminished some of the material properties. Comparing the resulting
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properties and structures using other modification methods, such as ball milling,
solid-state chemistries (oven annealing), and UV or microwave treatments, with
sonication could offer insight to experiment design and conditions.
5. Finally, integration of various nanofillers in ppolymer composites would expand
the toolbox of composite properties significantly. The determination of
heterostructures and their intrinsic characteristics is considered the future in this
field.186 Developing protocols to enhance heterostructural dispersions in polymer
systems could provide dual extremes of properties, as we observed the large
insulatory behavior of fragmented h-BN and the good conductivity of fragmented
graphene.
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